
Antique sale 871 to be held on 21st Feb 2024

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

21st of February
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

21st of February
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 1pm

21st of February
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 1.45pm

21st of February
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Not before 3pm

21st of February
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 851
Not before 3.30pm

21st of February
Rugs and Carpets 881
Not before 3.45pm

21st of February
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 931
Not before 4pm

PUBLIC VIEWING

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 A 9ct yellow gold charm bracelet comprising 11 9ct charms, 2 sovereigns 1927 and 1958 and a half sovereign
1913, gross weight 140.3 grams, 9ct gold weight 120.3 grams ( photo centre pages ) £2000-2500

2 A gentleman's 15ct yellow gold signet ring with engraved monogram size Q, 7 grams £140-180

3 A silver bracelet with ten 9ct yellow gold charms and padlock, gross weight 100 grams ( photo centre pages )
£500-700

4 A yellow metal necklace 56cm, 9.6 grams and a yellow metal 15ct heart shaped diamond set locket, the
diamond 0.25ct ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

5 A white metal 18ct and plat. Art Deco diamond cocktail ring, the mine cut centre stone 0.75ct, size O with mine
cut corner stones, 3.7 grams ( photo centre pages ) £700-900

6 A 9ct 3 colour bracelet 18cm, 10.9 grams £140-180

7 A white metal dragonfly necklace with mother of pearl wings set with brilliant cut diamonds, approx. 1.5ct and
blue diamonds on an 18ct white gold chain 42cm, gross weight 15 grams, the dragonfly 57mm x 35mm
£700-900

8 A 9ct yellow gold engraved bangle 24.4 grams £300-400

9 A lady's Bulova Dior 23 white metal 14k wristwatch and bracelet, gross weight 14 grams £240-280

This watch is in working order

10 A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold sun burst signet ring, size S, 16 grams £400-500

11 A 9ct yellow gold mechanical pocket watch inscribed J W Benson with seconds at 6 o'clock, contained in a
48mm case, London 1935, 74.5 grams gross, case numbered 2950, in working order ( photo centre pages )
£400-600

12 A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace 76cm, 26.3 grams £340-380

13 A 9ct white gold diamond bracelet approx. 0.5ct, 18cm ( photo centre pages ) £280-340

14 A 9ct 3 colour tapered necklace 7.7 grams, 42cm £100-140

15 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold hardstone signet ring size V 1/2, 4.7 grams £50-75

16 A yellow metal 18ct 3 stone diamond crossover ring, approximately 0.45ct, 2.8 grams, size I £150-180

18 An 18ct yellow gold radiant cut light yellow diamond ring, approx. 1ct surrounded by 26 brilliant cut diamonds
approx. 0.22ct, size J 1/2, 11.9 grams, together with an EDR diamond report stating a natural diamond ( photo
centre pages ) £2000-2500

19 A platinum, emerald cut single stone diamond ring approx. 0.5ct, the colour G/H, clarity SI1, 5.6 grams, size J
1/2 ( photo centre pages ) £1200-1400

20 A yellow metal 9ct paste set half eternity ring size M, 1.6 grams £60-80

21 A George V 18ct yellow gold buckle ring size S, 16 grams Chester 1912 ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

22 An 18ct yellow gold ruby and diamond ring size P 2.4 grams £80-100

23 A 9ct yellow gold diamond set gypsy ring size P 1/2 and 2 9ct yellow gold gem set rings sizes M and Q, gross
weight 11.9 grams £60-80

24 A yellow metal 9k belcher necklace 40cm, 4.9 grams £60-80

There is a slightly flattened link to the middle of the chain

25 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold wedding band size S and a ditto signet ring size 1, 9.4 grams £110-140
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26 Kat Florence, an 18ct yellow gold oval cut red tourmaline ring approx. 1.13ct, the shoulders with brilliant cut D
flawless diamonds 0.35ct, size P, 4 grams, with original paperwork stating flawless diamonds and original box
£2000-2500

27 A white metal Edwardian style sapphire and diamond cocktail ring set with an oval sapphire surrounded by
diamonds with sapphire corners, diamonds 0.28ct, sapphires 1.05ct, 6 grams, size M 1/2 £800-1000

This is a modern ring and is in very good condition.

28 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size L, 3.4 grams £100-150

29 A 9ct two colour wedding band size L 1/2, 3 grams £50-70

30 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size O 6.2 grams £320-360

31 A 9ct two colour gold hammered pattern and diamond set ring, size O, 4.9 grams £160-190

This ring has some minor scratches but is otherwise in good condition.

32 An 18ct white gold 3 stone diamond ring approx. 0.6ct, size L 1/2 £300-400

33 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band 5.2 grams, size G £150-180

34 A white metal 750 multi coloured diamond cluster ring set with brilliant pear and cushion cut stones, 10.4
grams, size 0 1/2, together with a certified jewellery certificate dated 2015 stating clarity of VS1/I1, natural
untreated diamonds colour G/H £600-800

35 A 9ct yellow gold gem set tulip brooch 48mm 5.2 grams £80-120

36 A yellow metal 9ct oval carved cameo brooch 45mm £60-80

37 An Edwardian 15ct yellow metal oval etruscan brooch with a brilliant cut diamond 7.6 grams 35mm £100-150

38 Two 9ct bar brooches and part of 1 other, gross weight 3.3 grams £30-40

39 A 9ct yellow gold oval locket, 2 bar brooches and an earring, gross weight 5.5 grams £60-80

40 A pair of white metal emerald and diamond floral ear studs, the emeralds each approx. 0.15ct, 2 grams
£200-250

41 An Edwardian yellow metal turquoise set pendant 50mm, 5.3 grams (1 stone has been replaced) £60-80

42 Three 9ct yellow gold chains 40cm and 3 gem set pendants, gross weight 6 grams £60-80

43 A Victorian garnet brooch, a pair of similar ear studs and minor jewellery £30-40

44 A 9ct yellow gold signet ring size N, a ditto wedding band size N and a gem set cluster ring size O, gross
weight 9 grams together with a tie pin £100-140

45 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet 18cm, together with a chain 38cm, a tie pin and pair of earrings 12.2 grams
£140-180

46 A 9ct yellow gold necklace 37cm together with a gold plated locket 9.1 grams £110-140

47 A yellow metal 9ct pearl set bracelet 18cm £60-80

48 A 9ct yellow gold necklace 46cm 8.7 grams £100-150

49 A yellow metal 9ct watch fob 8.7 grams £100-140

50 A 9ct yellow gold gate link bracelet with heart padlock 18cm 6.8 grams £80-100

51 A platinum chain 46cm with a white metal cabochon star ruby pendant, ruby approx. 1.0ct, 5.8 grams
£300-400

52 A 9ct yellow gold flat link necklace 51cm, 39.7 grams £500-600

53 A 9ct yellow gold flat link bracelet 20cm, 15.2 grams £180-220

54 A pair of 9ct yellow gold ear studs and minor jewellery, gross weight 12 grams £150-180

55 A yellow metal 18ct bark finish ring size P 1/2, 6.7 grams £140-180

56 A yellow metal 9ct four section bangle with engraved pendant 19.4 grams £280-320

57 A 9ct yellow gold hollow link bracelet with heart padlock 25.8 grams, 18cm £300-350

58 A 9ct yellow gold cameo brooch together with a topaz ditto £60-80
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59 A 9ct yellow gold smokey quartz ring, a ditto opal ring and cameo ring sizes N 1/2, P and P, gross weight 11.2
grams £60-80

60 A white metal 585 gem set clasp on an agate, cultured pearl and green stone necklace 50cm £100-140

61 An Edvard Kindt-Larsen for Georg Jensen silver butterfly bracelet 18cm, 21 grams no.104A, boxed £200-300

62 An Edvard Kindt-Larsen for Georg Jensen pair of silver butterfly ear studs no.116A, boxed £80-120

63 A pair of yellow and white metal 9ct and 18ct octagonal cufflinks 5.1 grams £80-100

64 A yellow metal 15ct chain 40cm with a yellow metal opal set pendant, 4 grams £100-150

65 A 9ct yellow gold rope twist bracelet, 3.3 grams, 20cm £50-70

66 A pair of 18ct yellow gold ear studs 1 gram, a pair of 2 colour 9ct gold earrings and a chain (a/f) 2.8 grams
£60-80

67 A 9ct yellow gold citrine and seed pearl ring, 3.1 grams, size L 1/2 £80-100

All the citrines have some surface scratches, the claws holding the pearls are worn. The ring is otherwise in
good condition.

68 A yellow metal 9ct necklace 60cm, 3.3 grams gross with a glass cross pendant £40-50

69 A gentleman's 18ct yellow gold Rotary calendar Elite wristwatch 32mm, gross weight 24.8 grams £150-200

This watch is not working, the glass is cracked and chipped

70 A 9ct yellow gold tigers eye ring, 2 signet rings, sizes J, K and L together with a bar brooch, 6 grams gross
£40-50

71 A yellow metal opal set pendant and a pair of ditto 9ct earrings £40-60

72 An Edwardian yellow metal 9ct star shaped pearl set brooch 25mm, 5.3 grams £70-90

73 A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T bar and clasp 36cm, 44.5 grams together with a gilt clasp and seal ( photo
centre pages ) £500-700

74 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Rotary wristwatch on a ditto bracelet, gross weight 14 grams £50-70

75 A French yellow metal key wind pocket watch 42mm £100-140

The watch is not working, the dial is cracked

76 A 9ct yellow gold pencil holder by S Mordan and Co, gross weight 10.45 grams 6cm £50-75

77 A 9ct yellow gold cufflink, a yellow metal pearl set tie pin and a hardstone signet ring size K 1/2, gross weight
7.8 grams £40-60

78 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size L 2.4 grams, an 18ct yellow gold signet ring size L 1/2, 2.2 grams
£100-140

79 A 9ct yellow gold signet ring size M, ditto wedding band size M and a 9ct garnet and pearl ring size N, 5.4
grams £70-90

80 An 18ct yellow gold diamond cluster ring size P, 3.7 grams £80-120

81 An oval 9ct yellow gold engraved locket 13.9 grams £160-190

82 A 9ct yellow gold opal bar brooch, a ditto ring (chipped) and a yellow metal dragonfly brooch 6.3 grams £60-80

83 A white metal 750, wide, diamond set half eternity ring with diamond set sides 10.6 grams, size N £500-700

84 An 18ct white gold 11 stone princess cut diamond set cross pendant 22mm on an 18ct white gold chain 40cm,
4.2 grams, approx. 0.5ct ( photo centre pages ) £400-500

85 A yellow metal 375 brilliant cut peridot ring with diamond set shoulders, the centre stone 4.30ct, 4.4 grams,
size M 1/2 together with a Rocks & Co certificate of authenticity £300-400

The centre stone has minor chips and scratches
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86 A gentleman's steel cased Omega Seamaster Professional wristwatch 300M/1000ft with calendar aperture and
black wavy line dial, with helix valve at 10 o'clock, having a quartz movement numbered 1538, case 1961502,
the bracelet 824 contained in a 36mm case with deployment clasp £400-500

The bezel is scratched, the bracelet is scratched and the clasp detached from the bracelet, it has original
International warranty dated 1996 with world wide service centre booklet and operating instructions and
original card dated 2000

87 A gentleman's steel cased Tag Heuer Aquaracer steel cased calendar wristwatch with silvered dial, the dial
marked 300m, contained in a 40mm case, the back numbered WAF1112, the bracelet FAA016 with 2 spare
links £400-500

This watch is in working order, the case and strap are scratched

88 A lady's steel cased Breitling Callistino calendar wristwatch with blue dial and a bi-metallic case, numbered
B52045.1 12970, contained in a 25mm case £400-500

This watch is working order and with original bill of sale dated 1996, there are very minor scratchers to the
bracelet

89 A pair of silver MCC (Marylebone Cricket Club) cufflinks, 15 grams £40-50

90 A silver Albert with T bar and clasp 38 grams £30-40

91 A silver plated cased mechanical pocket watch the dial inscribed Windgartens 145 Bishops Gate London EC2
with seconds at 6 o'clock, the reverse inscribed Driver L W J Pitt, 5th 92, Mum and Dad, inscribed Windgartens
Railway Regulator 55mm diam. £50-50

In working order

92 An Art Deco steel cased mechanical pocket watch the dial inscribed Ingersoll, the seconds at 6 o'clock,
contained in a 50mm case £30-40

In working order

93 A silver key wind pocket watch the dial inscribed 7950 with seconds at 6 o'clock on a silver Albert with fob 35
grams £50-70

94 A Victorian silver cased key wind pocket watch London 1881, the dial inscribed J B Yabsley London, with
seconds at 6 o'clock  50mm together with minor silver jewellery and a 9ct yellow gold pendant and chain 1
gram £70-90

This watch is not working

95 A silver cased key wind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock 40mm (working) minor jewellery and watches
£30-50

96 A silver gem set pendant and chain and minor jewellery £20-30

97 A small quantity of silver jewellery together with a collection of vintage costume items £70-90

98 Two ladies gilt cased wristwatches and a collection of other minor wristwatches £30-40

99 A gilt cameo brooch and a silver ring £30-40

100 A pair of 9ct yellow gold cufflinks 5.1 grams together with minor silver jewellery £60-80

101 A gilt cased Preasent chronograph wristwatch with red seconds hand and 2 subsidiary dials, the case
numbered 754 with black dial on a gilt bracelet 35mm £50-70

102 A vintage steel cased Enicar Ultrasonic wristwatch numbered 100/108 30mm on an expanding bracelet £30-40

103 A gold plated half hunter mechanical wristwatch, the dial inscribed Waltham USA with seconds at 6 o'clock ,
contained in a 50mm case £40-60

In working order

104 A silver charm bracelet 100 grams £40-60

105 A white metal 9ct paste ring size M 1/2 £30-40
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106 A lady's Art Deco paste wristwatch and a lady's Liga steel cased wristwatch £30-40

107 A 925 paste set bracelet, a pair of earrings, 2 necklaces and pendants and a pair of drop earrings 31 grams
£30-40

108 A cased set of 6 cricketing buttons and studs £30-40

109 An amethyst set silver bracelet and a pair of ditto ear studs £30-40

110 An Art Deco marcasite clip brooch and minor jewellery £30-40

111 A silver mounted cameo brooch and minor silver jewellery etc £40-50

112 A gold plated mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock and minor watches £30-40

113 A lady's silver fob watch with engraved case, a ditto wristwatch and a metal pocket watch £30-40

None are working

114 A silver sports fob and minor silver jewellery 85 grams £30-40

115 A lady's Edwardian enamelled fob watch, 4 wristwatches £30-40

116 A child's steel cased Mickey Mouse wristwatch and 5 others £40-50

117 A pair of 1970's silver cufflinks and 6 other pairs £30-40

118 An amberoid pendant and minor amber and other jewellery £40-60

119 A yellow metal gem set ring size N, 5.2 grams £30-40

120 A gold plated circular locket and minor silver jewellery, 102 grams £30-40

121 A silver triple drop necklace and minor costume jewellery £40-50

122 A pair of yellow metal hoop earrings together with minor costume jewellery £30-40

123 A Jerusalem olive wood box containing a quantity of costume jewellery £40-50

125 A Japanese lacquered jewellery box and a quantity of costume jewellery and watches £50-70

126 A gold plated Dunhill lighter and minor costume jewellery £30-40

127 A Victorian silver caddy spoon London 1875, 2 spoons, a fork and nips 84 grams £30-40

128 An Edwardian silver mounted spherical glass match striker 7.5cm, Birmingham 1911 £30-50

129 A pair of German white metal mounted ewers with acanthus handles, stamped Foehr 13, 28cm h £100-150

130 A Victorian silver square salver on scroll feet Birmingham 1865, 499 grams, 20.5cm £160-190

131 An Art Deco silver 5 bar octagonal toast rack Birmingham 1939, 107 grams, 9.5cm £40-50

132 A stylish silver sugar shaker Birmingham 1990, 132 grams, 15cm £40-50

133 A large silver Armada dish Sheffield 2001, 22cm, 465 grams £140-180

134 A pair of Victorian silver dwarf candlesticks with reeded decoration London 1898, 13cm £60-80

Both are dented

135 A silver tazza with pierced decoration and engraved inscription London 1969, 662 grams, 26cm ( photo centre
pages ) £200-250

136 A silver coin set Armada dish Birmingham 1977 9cm, a ditto Dublin 1966 12.5cm, 223 grams £60-80

137 A silver 4 piece demi-fluted tea and coffee set with ebony mounts, Sheffield 1920, 1705 grams gross,
contained in a fitted oak box ( photo centre pages ) £700-900

138 A silver 3 piece condiment and 2 spoons set Birmingham 1959, 141 grams, boxed £40-60

139 A Victorian engraved silver card case with monogram Birmingham 1893 61 grams £30-40

140 A silver engine turned cigarette case with monogram Birmingham 1929, 62 grams £30-40

141 A German white metal 830 teapot and cream jug together with a lid, 729 grams £180-240

142 A German white metal 800 standard basket with pierced decoration 17.5cm, 183 grams £40-60

143 A German 800 standard panelled bowl on scroll feet 180 grams, 16cm £50-70

144 A pair of German 835 standard Art Deco style 2 light candle sticks 23cm (1 without loaded base 148 grams)
£50-75
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145 A Victorian silver demi-fluted cream jug with engraved monogram London 1885, 142 grams £50-70

146 A Georgian silver caddy spoon, 2 teaspoons, a fork and 4 white metal rings 122 grams £30-40

147 A silver cheroot holder case together with a 9ct gold mounted cheroot holder £40-50

148 A white metal mounted clear glass double ended scent bottle £30-40

One cover has been replaced

149 A silver engraved cigarette case with vacant cartouche Birmingham 1916, 92 grams gross £30-40

This lot is dented

150 A silver engraved cigarette case with monogram, Birmingham 1915, 68 grams gross £30-40

151 A silver engine turned hexagonal napkin ring Sheffield 1953 and 4 others, 112 grams £40-50

152 A circular silver trinket box on scroll feet Birmingham 1946 8cm and a propelling pencil £40-60

153 A Georgian style silver cream jug with S scroll handle, London 1977, 163 grams £50-70

154 An Edwardian silver pedestal bowl Birmingham 1908 12cm, a Sterling ditto 12cm, 204 grams £40-60

155 Two silver Armada dishes London 1977 and 1992, 197 grams, 10cm £50-70

156 A silver napkin ring Sheffield 1904, a dish base and 1 other napkin ring, 113 grams £30-40

157 A silver engine turned rectangular cigarette box Birmingham 1946 together with a pair of silver mounted glove
stretchers, gross weight 169 grams excluding stretchers £40-60

158 A pair of Sterling silver pierced bon bon dishes 8.5cm, 2 souvenir spoons 83 grams £30-40

159 A silver 5 bar arched toast rack on scroll feet London 1913, 96 grams, 8cm £40-50

160 A silver teapot on ball feet with ebony mounts Sheffield 1924, gross weight 802 grams £180-220

161 A silver Armada dish 111 grams, London 1990, 12cm £40-60

162 A circular candle holder Birmingham 2000 11cm £100-150

163 A pair of silver dwarf candlesticks of tapered form Birmingham 1994 12cm £40-60

164 A silver table salt Birmingham 1932 together with a silver menu holder with wishbone clip 59 grams £30-50

165 A Georgian style silver baluster mug with S scroll handle, London 1962, 218 grams, 9cm £100-140

166 Three Danish silver egg cups decorated with a figure holder an umbrella, (dated 1947) 7cm, 154 grams £60-80

167 A George III sugar caster on vase stem London 1807, 13cm, 73 grams £40-60

168 A Victorian silver cream jug with S scroll handle on pad feet London 1895, 154 grams £50-70

169 A Victorian silver circular bowl on hoof feet London 1892, 164 grams £50-70

170 A Continental 925 standard model of Stephensons Rocket 105 grams £60-80

171 A silver sauce boat with S scroll handle  Birmingham 1912, 2 napkin rings, spoon and pair of sugar nips 242
grams £60-80

172 Five Continental white metal enamelled teaspoons, 4 others, pair of sugar nips and fork, 127 grams £30-40

173 A silver cup Birmingham 1932, a pierced bowl, 3 spoons, a skewer and a marcasite watch, 185 grams £60-80

174 A pair of silver dwarf candlesticks Birmingham 1979, 6.5cm, a ditto Birmingham 1946 7cm £30-40

All have dents

175 A silver cup Birmingham 1930, 2 napkin rings and a dish, 103 grams £30-40

176 A Victorian silver teaspoon and minor silver cutlery, 324 grams £60-80

177 A Victorian silver dessert spoon London 1889, 1 other spoon, 3 mounted items, together with a silver,
marcasite set cocktail wristwatch £60-80

178 An Art Deco silver napkin ring London 1936, 1 other and 9 spoons 168 grams £40-60

179 A set of 6 Victorian silver apostle spoons, sugar nips and sifter spoon 56 grams £30-40

180 A silver circular tobacco box with presentation inscription Birmingham 1946, minor cutlery, 257 grams £60-80

181 Six silver Old English pattern dessert spoons Sheffield 1926, 286 grams £100-140

182 Six Victorian silver fish knife and fork blades, 231 grams gross £50-75
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183 A silver cigarette case with engraved monogram Birmingham 1947 82.6 grams £30-50

184 A pair of dwarf silver candlesticks Birmingham 1968 8cm £30-40

185 A silver posy vase of tapered form, rubbed marks, 13cm and a silver mounted pepper £30-40

186 A silver teaspoon Birmingham 1910, a quantity of spoons and mixed cutlery 293 grams £50-75

187 An Edwardian silver tea caddy Sheffield 1911, 223 grams £50-75

The finial is missing

188 A silver mounted cut glass bottle, rubbed marks, together with a silver plated claret jug £40-50

189 A pair of silver mounted Edwardian cut glass waisted vases Birmingham 1909 12cm, a larger ditto 15cm and a
plated holder £30-50

190 A set of 6 Edwardian silver teaspoons with shell bowls Sheffield 1904 together with a pair of sugar nips and 6
enamelled coffee spoons (a/f), 145 grams £40-60

191 An Edwardian silver butter dish with glass liner Birmingham 1905, silver lidded vase and a sugar shaker
(rubbed marks), 172 grams £40-60

192 A Georgian silver candlestick of waisted form converted to electricity, rubbed marks, 17cm £30-40

193 A George IV silver mustard spoon, 5 other spoons, 2 spirit labels, a napkin ring, silver mounted box and fruit
knife, weighable silver 128 grams £40-60

194 A silver 3 piece tea set with fruitwood mounts, Birmingham 1927 and 1928, Maker Barker Brothers Silver Ltd
1080 grams gross £400-600

195 A Continental white metal server and minor cutlery 440 grams £70-90

196 A Danish silver ladle, 213 grams £70-90

197 A silver 3 piece dressing table set London 1950 together with 4 clothes brushes and a silver and tortoiseshell
hand mirror £40-60

198 A sterling silver repousse Reynolds Angels hand mirror, 2 hair brushes, clothes brush, hand mirror, hair tidy
and minor items £40-60

199 A silver repousse dressing table set comprising 2 hair brushes and 2 clothes brushes Birmingham 1912/13
£40-50

200 An extensive mid Victorian silver Kings Pattern canteen of cutlery comprising 24 dessert spoons, 24 table
spoons, 2 ladles, a sifter spoon, a large ladle, a basting spoon, a butter knife, 12 dessert forks and 18 dinner
forks, engraved with monogram, 7550 grams, mixed dates - 1875, 1876 and 1878, maker Thomas Smily (
photo centre pages ) £3000-4000

201 A Victorian silver mounted lizard skin purse together with a pair of yellow metal earrings and a chain 1.8 grams
£30-40

202 A stylish 925 standard bark finished bangle 50 grams £30-50

203 A Chinese white metal hardstone set filigree bangle £30-40

204 A lady's bi-metallic Rotary sapphire calendar wristwatch with quartz movement £30-40

205 An Edwardian oval engraved silver plated biscuit barrel decorated with flowers, raised on ball feet 21cm
£40-60

206 A pair of glass 935 standard mounted salts in the form of ducks together with 2 spoons £30-40

207 A Victorian 5 piece silver plated tea and coffee set comprising teapot, coffee pot, sugar bowl, 2 milk jugs
£40-60

208 A Victoria silver plated tea kettle on stand with burner, raised on shell feet 41cm £40-60

209 A pair of 19th Century silver plated champagne coasters with vinous decoration 21cm £50-75

210 An Edwardian silver plated demi-fluted tea kettle on stand with burner, on claw feet, 32cm £30-40

211 A Victorian silver plated 2 handled trophy cup 21cm, 2 other cups £30-40
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212 An Italian 800 standard cased set of 12 spoons and a server with gilt bowls £80-100

213 An impressive Victorian silver plated centre piece with replacement glass bowl and 3 receptacles 50cm, a pair
of ditto side tazzas with glass bowl (1 bowl a/f) and 1 other with cut glass flute and glass dish 52cm £150-200

One glass is replaced, one glass is cracked and another glass is chipped

214 An Edwardian oak canteen containing a matched set of silver plated cutlery, 1 side locking bar is detached
£50-75

215 A silver half groat of Charles I 1631-1639, a silver half groat of Elizabeth I sixth issue 1578-1582 and a silver
sixpence of Elizabeth I third/fourth issue 1561 to 1577 £40-50

216 A silver sixpence of Elizabeth I third/fourth issue 1561 to 1577, 1 other folded and re-flattened, a silver
threepence of Elizabeth I folded and re-flattened and a silver penny of Henry III post provincial phase
1250-1272 Canterbury mint £50-70

217 A silver short cross penny of Henry III 1216 to 1247 London Mint (coin bent and reflattened), another 1216 to
1247 London mint, 2 silver pennies of Edward I 1279 to 1281 London mint and a silver half groat of Edward III
fourth coinage 1351 to 1361 £50-75

218 Roman Empire 350-353AD a Magnentius bronze nummus, Christogram on reverse and Roman Empire
235-284AD bronze coins of 6 mixed Emperors £50-80

219 A silver Ancient Greek provincial coin from Egypt and a mixture of Ancient Greek and Roman Republican coins
from 100 to 50BC £50-75

220 A silver sixpence of Queen Elizabeth I, third/fourth issue, dated 1566, two Scottish hammered silver coins of
the 17th Century and 3 silver pennies from the reigns of Edward I 1272 to 1307 and Edward II 1307 to 1327
£50-75

221 Roman Empire after 200AD a collection of 6 bronze Antonianus coins, 6 bronze coins, 7 bronze coins and a
collection of 3 coins from about 200BC (22) £50-75

222 A Russian silver coin of Alexander II, face value 1 Poltina, equal to one-half rouble £50-75

223 A silver crown of Charles II 1668, second bust, The regnal year (VICESIMO) is given on the edge in words
£50-100

224 A silver shilling of Edward VI, 1551-3, fine silver issue, full flange £50-100

225 A silver shilling of Charles I, 1625-42,  minted at the Tower, under the King's authority £50-75

226 A silver shilling of Elizabeth I, 1560-1, second coinage, 0.925 fineness and a Sterling silver crown of William III
1695 to 1696 £60-80

227 A silver half crown of George II 1745, LIMA below but, year of reign DECIMO NONO, silver milled shilling,
intermediate size, of Elizabeth I 1561-71 and a silver shilling of James I, 1638-9, second milled issue (trimmed)
£80-120

228 A collection of 19th Century coins and tokens from the Canadian provinces, a Roman copper As coin for
Maximises, 235 to 88 AD,(the reverse showing Hercules) and a Roman bronze Dupondius of Trojan Decius
Roman 249AD £40-60

229 A brass sestertius of of Octavian struck during the final days of the Roman Republic, one side shows the bare
head of Octavian, the other side shows the wreathed head of Julius Caesar, minted in Southern Italy in 38BC
£100-150

230 A pair of brass coins of Justinian minted by the Byzantine States in 527-565AD, a brass sestertius of Maximus,
Rome 235/6AD, a group of brass and bronze coins from the 2nd and 3rd Centuries AD £50-75

231 A brass dupondius coin of Domitian and 2 Roman brass sestertius coins for wives and daughters of emperors
£30-50
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232 Two silver commemorative crowns 1935 Silver Jubilee of George V and 1937 coronation of George VI, both
crowns are 0.500 silver £30-35

233 A 1939 German War Merit Cross £30-40

234 A commemorative silver farming medallion and 4 Edward VIII pin badges £30-40

235 A silver cased key wind pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, 3 other pocket watches and a bedroom
timepiece £40-60

236 A collection of commemorative crowns and coins £30-40

239 A silver commemorative stamp ingot, 5 commemorative silver crowns, 260 grams, 7 commemorative crowns
and first day covers £100-150

240 A small quantity of pre-1947 coinage, 273 grams £40-60

241 A Hispanic silver half Real 1782 Carlos III £30-40

243 A collection of minor commemorative crowns and coins £30-40

244 Nine silver commemorative American dollars, 2 silver commemorative crowns and a silver half dollar, 310
grams £80-120

245 Two cased sets of gilt commemorative crowns and minor coins etc £50-70

246 A quantity of commemorative crowns and coins £50-70

247 Two cased sets of 1983 uncirculated coins, minor coins and commemoratives £30-40

248 A 1902 bronze Coronation medal cased, minor world coins £30-40

249 A small quantity of world coins £30-40

250 A collection of minor world coins and bank notes £30-40

251 A large quantity of Queen Elizabeth II ten pence pieces £30-40

252 Six Second World War medals and badges £30-50

253 Sixteen silver sports fobs, 112 grams £30-40

254 An Edwardian silver Masonic Past Masters collar jewel London 1901, 36 grams £30-35

255 A First World War group of medals comprising War medal, Victory medal and 1914-15 Star to 2947.Pte.
F.J.Searle.10/Lond,R together with 2 cap badges £40-60

256 A World War One pair of medals comprising War medal and Victory medal to 2467 Spr.W.Tugwell.R.E
together with 2 badges £40-50

257 A World War One pair of medals comprising War medal and Victory medal to 7030 Cpl.
F.A.Titterell.15/Lond.R. together with a school medal, silver sports fob etc £50-70

258 Two silver commemorative crowns 50 grams and a War medal to M2/104788 Pte.A.R.Barber A.S.C £30-40

259 A gentleman's silver plated Dupont cigarette lighter £30-40

260 A gentleman's gold plated Dupont cigarette lighter with leather pocket in original box £50-70

261 A collection of 80 Chinese mother of pearl game counters £50-70

262 A Parker 51 burgundy fountain pen, a black Parker 45 ditto, 4 other Parker pens and minor pens and pencils
£40-50
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263 A group of 6 medals to Private later Honorary Lieutenant Quarter Master Henry Brunner Day Kings Royal Rifle
Corps and Welch Regiment comprising India General Service medal 1854 with 2 bars - Hazara 1891 and
Samana 1891 named to 3391 Private H B Day KRRC, Queens South Africa medal with 6 bars - Cape Colony,
Talana, Defence of Lady Smith, Orange Free State, Transvaal, Laing's Nek named to 3391 Sergeant Day
KRRC, Kings South Africa medal with 2 bars - South African 1901 and 1902 also named to 3391  Sergeant  H
B Day KRRC,  an unnamed British War medal, an Edward VII issue Army Long Service Good Conduct medal
named to 8221 Sergeant H B Day Welch Regiment, George VI issue Meritorious Service medal named to
8221 Sergeant H B Day Welch Regiment, together with a set of miniature medals, military history sheet from
1860 to 1903, Army Form D426, Warrant of Commission as Territorial Quarter Master 17th County of London
Regiment dated July 6th 1915, letter confirming Meritorious Service medal dated 17th April 1950, birth
certificate dated 1892, death certificate dated 1955 together with other paperwork ( photo centre pages )
£600-800

264 A group of 4 medals to Bombardier later Sergeant 964 A-Bmbr WT Harper Royal Field Artillery comprising
1914-15 Star, British War medal and Victory medal together with a George VI issue Special Constabulary Long
Service Good Conduct medal and a certificate mentioning Sergeant Harper of W.Lan Brigade, mentioned in
dispatches 16th March 1919 £80-120

265 A group of 4 medals to G-548 Sergeant W T Wright 6/the queens regiment The Queens Regiment comprising
George V military medal 1914-15 Star, British War medal and Victory medal ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

Medals have been heavily polished
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A Troika square shaped vase with geometric decoration 22cm, monogrammed Annette Walters ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

402 An 18th Century glass goblet engraved with a scene of lady and gentleman with an angel before a country
house, with faceted panel on a waisted stem, now with a white metal base 22cm ( photo centre pages )
£80-120

403 A Troika squat square vase with geometric patterns, monogrammed Alison Brigden, 9cm £50-75

404 An early 20th Century German cut glass stein with hunting scene and faceted lid with pewter mounts 28cm
£50-75

405 A Royal Worcester cabinet plate decorated with Highland cattle by J Stinton with gilt scrolling border, turquoise
mark 22.5cm £70-90

This plate has crazing to both sides. Although not visible, we believe there is a hairline crack as the plate does
not "ring true" when struck. It is otherwise in good condition.

406 A pair of 19th Century German hexagonal candlesticks decorated with panels of figures and flowers 13.5cm
£70-90

There is wear to the gilding

407 A modern Moorcroft rectangular tray decorated with stylised flowers 19cm, a ditto rectangular box, 10cm
£30-40

408 A set of 6 19th Century Sevres coffee cans and saucers with dark blue ground and gilt decoration with figures
at pursuits, the saucers with landscape studies ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

409 A pair of Doulton Lambeth 2 handled baluster vases with geometric decoration 13cm £40-60

410 A modern Moorcroft Clouds vase designed by Paul Hilditch, limited edition no.1 of 5, style 95/10,  impressed
marks and signature 27cm, boxed £150-200

411 A modern Moorcroft Unity vase designed by Emma Bossons, Limited edition no. 73 of 100, style 38/14, signed
and impressed marks, dated 2014, 35cm, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

412 An Art Deco purple glass Murano paperweight in the form of 2 birds 8cm £30-40

413 A Royal Doulton figure - His Master's Voice Nipper 1900-2000 limited edition no.841 of 2000 on a wooden
plinth 29cm £50-75

The winder is loose

414 A pair of 19th Century French porcelain gilt metal mounted vases and covers decorated with lakeside scenes
and figures 25cm £50-75

One handle is detached, 2 are loose

415 A modern Lalique opalescent figure of a bison standing on a rectangular base, etched lowercase marks 9cm
£70-90

416 A modern Moorcroft green ground plate with landscape view 26cm, a ditto oviform vase decorated with flowers
16cm £40-60

417 A pair of Italian Mansion House dwarfs 8cm £40-60

One has a chipped hat, the other has a broken sword and chip to base
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418 A pair of 20th Century German figures of a lady and gentleman carrying flowers on raised circular bases 19cm
£30-40

Both have minor chips to the petals

419 A 19th Century  brown glazed money bank in the form of a seated lady 20cm £40-60

Minor chips to the base

420 Six Lalique glass opalescent stemmed Barsac sherry glasses with lower cased etched marks £100-150

421 Two Royal Copenhagen plaques decorated with classical figures, bisque white, 15cm £30-40

422 Six Lalique Glass opalescent stemmed Barsac white wine glasses, with lower cased etched marks £100-150

423 A Royal Crown Derby Antoinette quartz timepiece 17cm £30-40

424 Six Lalique Glass opalescent stemmed Barsac red wine glasses, etched lower case marks £100-150

One glass is chipped

425 A Wayne B Filan studio glass freeform vase 15cm with etched marks £50-75

426 Ten Lalique Glass opalescent stemmed Barsac champagne flutes with etched lower case marks ( photo centre
pages ) £300-400

427 A Kirklands Etruria character jug in the form of seated Winston Churchill with removable top hat 25cm £40-60

There is a small chip to the hat

428 A Jonathan Harris Studio Glass oviform glass vase with millefiori decoration, Ironbridge 2005, 18cm, one other
Jonathan Harris Studio Glass vase Ironbridge 2004, 10cm, boxed and 2  Jonathan Harris Studio Glass
paperweights apple 6cm and heart 7cm (4pcs) £80-100

429 A Wedgwood lustre octagonal bowl, the blue ground decorated with stylised birds, the interior orange ground
decorated with a bird 21cm £50-70

430 A Whitefriars paperweight - Summer Meadow, Dragonfly", number 97 of 150, 7.5cm, a Selkirk ditto - Partridge
in a Pear Tree number 87 of 500 8cm, a Caithness Polka 8cm, Caithness Royal Wedding 1981 and a
Caithness miniature thistle 5cm £60-80

431 A Peter Adderley cold cast porcelain sculpture of 4 nesting cats - Pussy Galore number 34 of 195, 37cm
£100-150

There are minor scratches to all 4 cats

432 A Caithness paperweight Royal Wedding anchor no.111 of 500 7cm, Caithness Windfall 8cm and 3 others
£40-60

433 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern oval tray no.2649 32cm, 2 ditto lidded boxes £50-70

434 A Copeland pink Jasperware salad bowl decorated with hunting scenes together with servers (1 af) £30-50

435 A French porcelain gilt metal mounted table lamp with fete gallant views on a raised metal base 35cm h
£50-75

436 A Lladro figure of a girl with kittens 5239 21cm, ditto of a seated nun 5501 20cm, a girl with doves 23cm and a
lady with puppy 30cm £50-75

437 A German art deco style Schaubach Kunst figure of a lady with hound 24cm £50-75

438 A Lladro figure of a standing girl 18cm Angel with lady 15cm, 4 geese 12cm, 11cm, 10cm and 9cm and a
Collectors Society Display £40-60

439 Four Royal Doulton figures Helen 3601 20cm, Nanette HN2379 15cm (x2), Sweet Lilac HN3972 18cm and a
Coalport figure Happy Birthday 21cm and ditto Silver Wedding Anniversary 16cm £40-60

440 A Samson large ginger jar with armorial and spring flowers with lid 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

441 A Doulton Slater oviform vase with elongated neck decorated with flowers 43cm £30-40

442 A Royal Doulton figure - Southern Belle HN2229, a Coalport figure Rose 20cm, 3 Royal Worcester figures -
From All of Us, Knightsbridge and Special Mum 20cm £40-60
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443 A pair of modern Bohemian glass vases with purple ground 25cm £30-50

444 A Lladro group of 3 polar bears 1443 9cm, ditto 8cm, a seated polar bear 9cm, ditto 12cm and a standing polar
bear 10cm £40-50

445 A Royal Worcester moulded blue and white jug with mask handle and S scroll spout decorated with flowers
14cm, 2 jugs, 4 milk jugs, a cream jug, an ink stand, an ink well cover and stand and a mounted bottle £30-50

Five jugs are damaged

446 Two Victorian black and white Spaniels 14cm one A/F , a pair or large Victorian gilt decorated ditto 30cm
£30-50

447 Nine Royal Doulton figures - Mother's Helper HN3650 10cm, Picnic HN2308 9cm, Monica (crack to base)
HN1467 10cm, Rose HN1368 (crack to base) 10cm, Affection HN2336 11cm, Penny HN2424 10cm, Lavinia
HN1955 14cm, Linda HN2106 11cm and Fair Maiden HN2211 12cm £40-50

448 Six Royal Doulton figures - Fair Lady HN28335 18cm, Autumn Breezes HN1939 17cm, Gentle Breeze HN4317
20cm, Victorian Lady HN727 19cm, Miss Demure HN1402 and Spring Serenade HN3956 18cm £40-60

449 A suite of cut glass tableware comprising 11 liqueurs, 12 sherry glasses, 10 small wines, 12 large wines, 6
large tumblers, 9 small tumblers, 3 tots, a ewer, 2 decanters (1 stopper missing, 1 stopper cracked and 1
handled riveted), 5 finger bowls and 9 shallow dishes £60-80

450 Ten pale green Bohemian wines and 3 multi coloured liqueurs £30-40

451 Ten modern Coalport pastel burners - Pagoda House 8cm, The Masters House 8cm, Gingerbread House 7cm,
Old Curiosity Shop 8cm, Red House 9cm, Thatched Cottage 8cm, Toy Shop 8cm, Christmas Cottage 8cm,
Hunting Lodge 7cm and Shakespeares Birthplace 7cm £50-75

452 A German porcelain figure of a Budgerigar 13cm £30-40

453 A Wedgwood blue Jasper jardiniere decorated with classical figures 20cm £40-60

454 A Selkirk glass paperweight decorated with butterflies 8cm, a Whitefriars ditto 8cm and 4 other paperweights
£30-40

455 Twelve Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern champagne glasses  15cm £100-150

456 A pair of 19th Century Continental figures of a lady and gentleman 25cm £40-60

One figure has a broken figure

457 An Ostinilli and Priest ceramic figure of a standing hound 39cm, with original price tag ( photo centre pages )
£200-250

458 A 19th Century Wedgwood Majolica centre piece in the form of a kneeling cherub 22cm £40-60

Chip to rim and a leaf is broken

459 A modern Continental circular blue ground box and cover the lid with a mask and basket of flowers 18cm
£30-40

460 An ironstone pattern hexagonal tray decorated with flowers 48cm £40-60

461 A cut glass jug, ditto and 3 bowls £30-40

462 A Victorian Coalbrookdale style tea set comprising teapot and lid, sucrier and lid (chipped), 12 large tea cups,
10 large saucers, 3 small tea cups, 3 plates and a bowl, decorated with exotic birds £40-60

463 Six Bavarian tea plates and a sandwich plate decorated with playing cards £30-40

464 Thirteen Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern red wine glasses 13cm £100-150

465 A Beswick owl 12cm, 6 Beswick birds, 2 Aynsley birds and 2 Goebels birds £30-40

466 Thirteen Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern tumblers 8cm £100-150

467 Twelve Coalport dessert plates decorated with flowers 21cm, 2 Aynsley plates 26cm £30-40

468 A set of 4 Elizabethan "Cut for Coffee" coffee cans and saucers decorated with playing cards £30-40

469 Twelve Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern white wine glasses 12cm £80-120
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470 An Italian  white glazed chocolate/coffee set comprising 6 coffee cups and covers together with a circular tray
£40-50

471 A Rosenthal Ivory pattern part dinner service comprising 12 small plates, 12 side plates, 12 dinner plates, a
sauce boat, a tureen and cover, 2 bowls, jug, 4 oval plates, 2 oval dishes and 12 soup bowls £50-70

472 A Nao figure of a goose girl 23cm, a girl with doll 20cm, a standing girl 21cm and a girl with kitten 15cm £30-50

473 A Royal Doulton Rose Elegance part dinner service comprising 7 small plates, 4 side plates, 4 dinner plates, 8
soup bowls, 2 tureens and covers, sauce boat and stand £30-40

Two plates are chipped

474 An Art Deco Czechoslovakian tea set decorated with stylised flowers comprising 10 tea cups (3 a/f), 12
saucers, 2 sandwich plates, 9 small plates, teapot (chip to spout), milk jug, sugar bowl and stand £30-40

475 A Nao figure of standing dancer 33cm, a ditto of a lady 26cm, another of a girl with basket 28cm and a lady
with bonnet 32cm £30-50

476 Eighteen Mansfield pattern Art Deco style large wine glasses with gilt rims  by Tiffin-Franciscan together with 9
ditto cocktail glasses £40-60

477 Twelve Waterford Crystal Colleen pattern sherry glasses, 12 ditto liqueur glasses, 2 tots, a brandy glass and 2
goblets £40-60

479 A Liberty Masons Ironstone Ianthe pattern part dinner service comprising 6 dessert bowls, 6 small plates, 6
side plates, 6 dinner plates, 2 tureens and covers, a sauceboat A/F and stand, a bowl and two platters £40-60

480 A Nao figure of a resting hound 8cm, a ditto clown 14cm, a baby 15cm, a girl with puppy 14cm,  3 geese 6cm
and a dove 4cm £40-60

481 Eight Clarice Cliff for Wedgwood Cafe Chic Collection of coffee cans and saucers - Brookfields, Secrets,
Autumn, Red Tree, Windmill, Blue Firs, May Avenue and Summer House £50-75

482 Nine Bizarre Clarice Cliff for Wedgwood limited edition plates - Poplar, Orange House, Blue Lucerne, Eden
Applique, Lugano Applique, Avignon Applique, Caravan Applique and Palomo Applique 20cm £80-100

483 A 1930's Satsuma hexagonal vase decorated with figures 30cm £40-50

484 A Japanese circular 2 handled tray decorated with chrysanthemums 34cm and a pair of Imari plates 21cm and
a crackle glaze vase £60-80

485 A 1920's Japanese porcelain teapot decorated with masks 7cm, a pair of ditto green ground baluster vases
decorated with dragons 17cm £40-60

487 An early 20th Century Japanese Satsuma hexagonal vase decorated with panels of figures in an extensive
landscape 25cm £30-50

488 A pair of early 20th Century Japanese oviform vases decorated with processions of figures in extensive
country landscapes with seal mark to base 18cm £60-80

489 A pair of 20th Century Chinese turquoise glazed figures of Dogs of Fo 25cm, another single 27cm, another
21cm and 2 other 15cm £40-60
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 A wrought iron and mesh blacksmith made spark guard with thistle decoration 74cm h x 87cm w x 20cm d
£40-60

552 A 19th/20th Century copper and iron  lamp housing with bracket 127cm h x 51cm w x 47cm d £50-75

Door and glass pane to door missing

553 A gilt metal 4 piece fireside companion set comprising poker shovel brush and tongs £40-60

554 A gilt metal and mesh 3 fold spark guard 83cm h x 90cm w £40-50

555 An impressive pair of Victorian spelter figures of standing warriors, raised on shaped bases, converted to table
lamps, 59cm h x 22cm w x 17cm d £70-90

One figure missing a sword, some light corrosion showing in places

556 A 20th Century gilt metal pricket style candlestick  61cm h x 18cm £30-50

557 A Victorian copper and brass adjustable standard oil lamp with opaque shade, clear glass chimney 117cm h x
64cm £40-60

558 A 20th Century metal figure of a standing cupid with arrow, raised on a square tapered base 61cm h x 30cm
£100-150

559 A 20th Century cast metal figure of a standing cherub with shield and quiver, raised on a circular base 60cm h
x 15cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

560 A 19th/20th Century gilt metal twin light candelabrum with detachable sconces, the support in the form of a
standing lady on a circular base 21cm £40-60

561 An Eastern copper coffee pot 30cm £30-40

562 An E Thomas and Williams Aberdare miner's safety lamp together with an Overtarting pattern 4895 masthead
lantern 20cm h x 12cm x 10cm £40-60

The lens to the front of the lantern is cracked and there is a hole to the base

563 A pair of Thai verdigris bronze figures of "charioteers" 19cm x 26cm £50-75

564 Christie, a gentleman's black top hat, size 7, complete with cardboard box £40-60

This hat is generally in good condition.

565 An 18th/19th Century pewter plate 33cm (some contact marks and dents), 4 pewter plates with London touch
marks (some dents) 24cm, a Victorian half pint baluster shaped measure 10cm, 1 other measure (some dents)
£40-50

566 A 20th Century oval glass dome raised on a wooden base 36cm h x 42cm w x 20cm d £50-75

Minor chips to the base

567 P Kotokwa, a South African bronze sculpture  in the form of a female torso 50cm h x 17cm £50-75

568 Three pairs of Eastern gilt metal shoe shaped stirrups £40-60

569 A brass bell (possibly removed from a vehicle) 15cm h x 19cm diam. together with a brass handbell with turned
wooden handle £40-50

570 Two aluminium pistons with glass and brass oil reservoirs marked Pat 503444,  the base of the pistons marked
575801 B  21cm h x 10cm diam. £40-60

571 P Kotokwa, a South African carved hardstone sculpture in the form of a female torso 32cm x 9cm, together
with an unsigned Zimbabwe carved polished hardstone figure of a whale's tail 18cm x 32cm £60-90
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572 An Art Deco style resin table lamp in the form of a seated chimp, raised on an octagonal grained marble base
38cm x 18cm £50-75

Contact marks in places

573 A spelter figure in the form of a standing elephant, possibly the base of a mystery clock, raised on a shaped
wooden base 15cm h x 27cm w x 8cm d £40-60

574 Twenty four Indian carved wooden batik prints £60-80

575 A brown leather Gladstone bag 20cm x 44cm x 23cm d £40-60

Some light scuffing to high points

576 A Newlyn style circular planished charger 42cm diam. £30-40

577 A Chinese hardstone model of a plant contained in a hexagonal cloisonne enamelled base 48cm h x 21cm d
£150-180

Several leaves and flower petals have small chips, some of the flower petals are missing. Three of the stalks
have wear to, or are missing there string banding. The cloisonne is in good condition

578 Two Eastern wooden and metal mounted triangular shaped stirrups 21cm x 23cm x 15cm and a ditto wooden
and metal arch shaped pair 11cm x 23cm x 12cm £40-60

There are signs of old but treated worm in places

580 Arnold & Sons London, a budding type knife with 4 cm blade, a Guinness advertising twin bladed knife
complete with bottle opener 4cm, Thomas Turner & Co a twin bladed pocket knife the grip marked Barnardo
Helpers League Founders Service award , John Watts a waiters friend pocket knife, 3 double bladed pocket
knives -  Wilkinson Sword  and Owltic one blade decorated a violin, 2 multi bladed pocket knives Venure and A
J Henckels, 1 other marked EKA Sweden and 8 other pocket knives £30-50

581 CIX Lockwood Brothers Sheffield, a twin bladed folding pocket knife, the 6cm blade marked Real Knife Pampa
CIX Lockwood Brothers Sheffield,  with polished horn grip 9cm £40-60

582 A skinning knife with 14cm blade, a Brand 69 model 1910 skinning knife with leather scabbard, an Opinel
folding knife, an unmarked ditto,  1 other skinning knife with horn grip, an Ibberson twin bladed pocket knife
with mother of pearl grip (chip to grip), Kaicut pocket knife the grip in the form of a shot gun cartridge, a
miniature Bowie knife with 7cm blade and leather scabbard, an unmarked multi bladed knife with leather case,
3 unmarked multi bladed knives, a smokers 2 bladed knife £40-60

583 A Taylors folding pruning knife, the blade marked Taylors with simulated stag horn grip, a Military folding knife
and a tin opener the blade with broad arrow marked 1942, a Chinese multi bladed folding knife, pocket knife
the grip in the form of a gondola, ditto of a fish, 6 Swiss Army style knives and 5 other pocket knives £40-50

584 Four miniature compasses £30-40

585 An Indian Katar (push) dagger with 22cm  blade (some corrosion) £40-60

The hand grip has a width of 8cm.

586 An 18th/19th Century Eastern flint lock pistol with 33cm barrel inlaid "silver", having walnut mounts inlaid
"silver" and mother of pearl, complete with replacement ram rod ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The lock is free from rust and moving

587 A Lee Mitford bayonet the blade marked EFD complete with leather scabbard marked BHG 1939 £80-120

588 An Indian Katar (push) dagger with 22cm blade (some corrosion) £40-60

The grip is 8cm wide.

589 An 18th/19th Century socket bayonet with Eastern script in places £40-50

590 A pair of 19th Century iron handcuffs complete with key, the key marked 9, together with a Victorian turned
and painted police truncheon £40-60

The handcuffs have rust in places, their movement is stiff, most of the paint to the truncheon has been lost
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591 G Slater and Co, a 18th/19th Century socket bayonet together with 1 other £40-60

592 A 1950's chrome table lighter in the form of a jet aircraft £40-60

The lighter is working

593 Two reproduction gilt metal Talwar swords with 87cm blades £40-60

Some light rust in places

594 A chrome car mascot in the form of a huntsman and hound 10cm x 10cm x 4cm, the base marked M H N
£50-75

595 A CAW & Co Ltd biscuit tin, the lid decorated Baiden Powell and containing a heart shaped cushion decorated
beads marked True Love 11cm x 12cm £30-40

596 A pair of 19th Century brass campaign candlesticks with leather bases 5cm x 7cm £30-40

597 Benetfink of Cheapside London, a set of gilt metal postage scales complete with weights £30-40

598 A pair of Swarovski SLC 7 x 42B Habicht binoculars number D642643201 £100-150

599 Twenty seven miniature bone dominoes £30-50

600 A Victorian square cut glass inkwell with hinged lid, raised on a pierced brass base marked CS 12cm h x 18cm
w x 18cm d £40-60

Chips to the base of the inkwell, the hinge to the lid is loose

601 Jones Brothers, 4 Dow Street W, a 19th Century copper jelly ring mould with earls coronet and numbered 449
6cm x 15cm £50-75

602 Benham, a 19th Century  circular copper jelly mould with sceptre and star mark, numbered 481, 12cm x 12cm
together with an oval ditto no.50 11cm x 17cm x 11cm £60-80

Some dents

603 A 19th/20th Century circular Japanese black ground cloisonne enamelled bowl decorated birds 8cm x 18cm
£40-60

The rim is slightly misshapen, chip to edge, some crackling to enamel and it has been used as a plant holder

604 A 19th Century gilt metal single pillar microscope, the base marked W11655 £100-150

605 A collection of 68 19th Century and later microscope slides, contained in a pine box £100-140

606 A collection of 19th Century and later gilt metal microscope objectives £50-70

607 A collection of microscope parts £50-70

608 An Art Deco style bronze figure group of a standing lady leading 2 Great Danes  44cm x 31cm x 16cm
£100-140

609 A bottle of 1966 Dow's Vintage port £80-120

610 A 70cl bottle of Remy Martin fine champagne cognac XO Special, the bottle numbered L20125, contained in
presentation box £70-90

611 A 70cl decanter shaped bottle of Henessey Cognac contained in a presentation box in the form of books
£150-200

612 A 70cl bottle of Louis XIII De Remy Martin Grande Champagne Cognac, contained in a Baccarat glass bottle,
complete with certificate numbered X2907, contained in a presentation box and outer box sleeve ( photo
centre pages ) £1500-2000

613 An Art Nouveau WMF style embossed gilt metal twin handled planter with glass liner 14cm h x 48cm w x 14cm
d £40-60

One handle is a/f, light chips to top of the glass liner

614 Temple and Cook ironmongers, a 19th Century copper saucepan with iron handle 9cm x 13cm, a copper twin
handled pan 5cm x 29cm, the base marked B and 4 19th Century horse brasses £40-60
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615 A pair of African carved hardwood bookends decorated busts 21cm h x 17cm w x 13cm d £30-40

616 P Kotokwa, a South African polished hardstone sculpture of a reclining female torso 11cm h x 52cm w x 23cm
d £50-75

617 A Zimbabwe carved and polished hardstone figure of a standing lady £40-60

618 Herbert Johnson, 2 black bowler hats together with a ditto Homburg hat complete with boxes, all size 7 1/8th
£40-60

619 Herbert Johnson, a silk top hat with felt band (slight dent to top of hat) together with a Herbert Johnson grey
top hat, both size size 7 1/8th £80-120

Signs of moth in places

620 Herbert Johnson, two grey Homburg hats complete with boxes size 7 1/8th and a 1950's lady's pink hat with
floral decoration £30-50

621 Two Astley pipes marked Astley Jermyn Street London 10cm, 2 Dunhill pipes the bowls marked 40/7, 2 Dunhill
cigarette holders and 1 other cased £30-40

622 A blue leather snakeskin case with chrome mounts 16cm (scuffed in places) £30-50

623 A pair of Swiss carved and painted nut crackers in the form of gentleman 17cm x 16cm £40-60

Small section of bottom lip is missing

624 The Cosmorama Stereoscope marked Night Foster Lane London, registered September 15th 1854, raised on
a turned column with circular spreading foot 31cm, together a collection of slides including 5 views of Windsor
Castle, 5 cards marked by Royal Command of Their Imperial Majesties George V and Queen Mary, 2 London
stereoscopic slides, a Choices Gem slide, Scottish and Welsh scenery, 4 slides of Cathedrals and 35
unmarked slides £50-75

Damage to the column and a split to the foot

625 A Hohner Verdi II accordion numbered 214217 with 80 buttons, with certificate and cased £40-60

626 The Windsor Premier, a 4 stringed banjo with chrome body and rosewood neck compete with hard carrying
case £40-60

627 Hohner Trago III, an accordion with 120 buttons, complete with carrying case £40-60

Some wear to the buttons

628 Herbert and Sons, an iron market balance to weigh 300lbs 111cm h £40-60

629 Charles Francis Fuller (1830-1875), a carved marble head and shoulders portrait bust of Queen Alexandra
66cm h x 42cm w x 30cm d Provenance: The bust was a gift from Queen Alexandria on the occasion of the 5th
Lord Garvagh's christening and was displayed in the family home at Marble Arch. At the demolition of the
house in the late 1920's, the bust was placed into storage at Coutt's & Co in the Strand where it remained until
the bank was demolished. At this time it was gifted to Lord Garvagh's solicitor. ( photo centre pages )
£800-1200

There are small chips to both eye lids, chips to the ruff of her dress and a chip to the base.

630 A collection of 1970's and early 80's vinyl LP's album records to include Joy Division "Still" 2 record gate fold
edition, Echo and The Bunnymen "Porcupine", Echo and The Bunnymen "Heaven Up Here", Joy Division
"Love Will Tear us Apart" 12" single, Tear Drop Explodes 12" EP,  The Beatles 1962-1966 on red vinyl gate
fold, Tear Drop Explodes "Kilimanjaro" and This Our Two Tone (together with original poster) £100-150

631 Marvel and DC Comics, a collection of 1970's UK editions include Tales to Astonish No.20, Spiderman Comics
Weekly no.82, Super Spiderman with The Super Heroes no.194, Super Spiderman with The Super Heroes
no.159, Super Spiderman and The Titans no.200, The Invincible Iron Man no.58, Green Lantern no.102, The
Adventures Featuring Dr Strange no.54, The Avengers no.9, The Avengers no.13, The Avengers and The
Savage Sword of Conan no.105 and The Avengers no.10 £50-70
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632 Corgi Toys, A Whizz Wheels Citroen DS Tour de France Team Manager's Car no.510, boxed and with original
card insert £60-80

There is slight denting to the bubble although the outside box is in overall very good condition, the card insert
is in excellent condition and the car is also in excellent condition with what appears to be a minor chip to the
paint work to the left of the front left headlight

633 Corgi Toys, The Monkees, A Monkeemobile no.277 boxed and with card insert ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

The exterior box has dents to the bubble and remnants of tape on one of the flaps but is in overall good
condition, the insert card is in excellent condition and the Monkeemobile car is also in excellent condition

634 Chad Valley, An Escalado horse racing game, boxed £30-40

The set appears "complete" there are 5 horses

635 A 1992 Formula 1 Racing Cards, 200 Card Collectors Set boxed, by Gridmaster Card £30-50

636 A Marklin locomotive and tender 3098, an electric shunting locomotive no. 3001, a diesel locomotive 3021 and
a tank engine tender 3031 £150-200

637 Marklin, a collection of boxed and unboxed wagons, tenders, rolling stock, track and track accessories £50-100

638 Britains et al, a collection of zoo and other animals, figures and scenery, together with a collection of pressed
lead figures of Elizabethan and Tudor characters £30-40

639 A Norah Wellings style felt doll in lace dress with gold anklets 30cm and 1 other figure £30-40

640 A collection of late 19th and early 20th Century jigsaws to include Academy Game of Wisdom no.806, Victory
Gold Box Clovelly Donkeys, The Britannic Zig Zag puzzle, GWR Royal Route to The West, Bon Marche
jigsaw, Chad Valley, Lunar etc £30-50

641 A collection of 5 Victorian and later dolls to include 2 paper mache 34cm l, 1 bisque Armand Marseille marked
AM Germany 351/3/OK 25cm l and a porcelain miniature doll 12cm l £40-60

642 Frontline Figures, 4 cast metal painted figures of Captain Lewis E Nolan 15th Hussars, Major General The Earl
of Lucan Commander of Cavalry, Major General Earl of Cardigan and British Inniskilling NCO,  together with a
British Scots Grey Officer, all boxed £50-75

643 Frontline Figures, 7 cast metal painted figures of 11th Hussars (Prince Alberts Own) - trooper type three,
wounded trooper, cheering trooper, collapsing trooper, NCO, bugler and trooper, all boxed £70-90

644 Frontline Figures, 6 cast metal painted figures of the 8th Hussars (Kings Own Irish Hussars) to include -
trooper type one (x2), NCO, Officer (x2) and bugler, all boxed £60-80

645 Frontline Figures, 6 cast metal painted figures of the 13th Light Dragoons to include bugler, wounded trooper,
dead trooper, officer, trooper type one and NCO, all boxed £60-80

646 Frontline Figures, 6 cast metal painted figure of the 4th Light Dragoons (The Queens Own) to include NCO,
trooper type one and two, officer, bugler, dead trooper, all boxed £60-80

647 Frontline Figures, 8 cast metal painted figures of the 17th Lancers to include - trooper type one, two and three,
trooper falling off back of rearing horse, officer, NCO and collapsing trooper, all boxed £80-100

648 Mulberry Miniatures, 9 boxed collections of cast metal painted figures including Oliver Cromwell's Regiment
(5pcs), Royalist Pikemen (6pcs), Prince Rupert's Life Guards (x 3 sets of 5pcs) , Parliamentary Pike Men
(6pcs), Hamden's Green Coats (6pcs) and Prince Rupert's Life Guard of Horse (5pcs) and Trooper of Hopton's
Horse Verses Office of Masseys Ironsides (2pcs) £100-150

649 Benson Toys, 2 trade boxes of cows, 1 box containing Series F416 cows (x5), the other containing F425 cows
(x24), in original wrapping and inserts, together with a trade box of Benbros Toys figures of farm labourers
(x48) £60-80
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650 Timpo Toys, 4 trade boxes of toys to include The Zoo Inspector no.5401 (x7), scarecrows (x24), kangaroo
no.4016 (x12) and stork 4023 (x34), £100-150

There is figure of a farm labourer in the photograph this is not part of this lot

651 Tommy Atkins toy soldiers, 3 boxes of World War One cast metal hand painted Cavalry figures  (x11) £50-75

652 Soldiers of The World, 11 boxes of hand painted lead figures and play sets depicting The Crimean War to
include CW37/A Russian 18lb garrison gun with 5 man artillery crew in action in grey coat (x3), CW43/A a
Russian 12lb field gun with crew of 6 in action, CW39/A Russian artillery foot sets, CW40 Russian artillery foot
sets, CW38 Russian artillery foot sets and 4 other boxes of Russian soldiers £150-200

653 Britains Toy Soldiers, a collection of figures to include Highland Officers (x2), ensign (x2), pipers (x9), a 7 piece
band and Highlanders (x27) together with a boxed set - The Centenary 1893-1993 Collection of The 13th
Hussars £60-80

654 A 1920's wooden Noah's Ark and animals, created by the War Relief Toy Works, Stoke Newington, hand
painted mustard hull and roof, cream deck and walls, with orange and black gothic arched windows, port side
wall with painted War Relief Toy Work Company logo, the hinged roof revealing an interior, 50cm h x x 106cm l
x 25cm, there are 64 hand painted carved wooden figures including Noah and his wife (Naamah) ( photo
centre pages ) £400-600

It is believed The War Relief Toy Works Factory in Stoke Newington, North London was set up to help
rehabilitate soldiers who had been injured in WW1

655 A wooden scratch built model of the Destroyer HMS Venus R50 33cm h x 119cm l x 19cm w £70-90

656 A 1930's Hawtins Allwin slot arcade machine in metal case and framed in oak, in full working order ( photo
centre pages ) £400-600

657 The Beatles, Please Please Me vinyl LP album mono record, 4th pressing 1963 £30-40

658 A large collection of various meccano cogs, parts, mostly wheels, the majority in red and green, contained in a
Glamor Buttons chest of 12 shallow drawers 89cm h x 45cm w x 30cm d £100-150

659 An 18th Century prisoner of war straw work box with hinged lid and fitted interior, the base fitted a drawer with
bone handles 17cm h x 26cm w x 19cm d £70-90

660 A 1950's card, shop advertising diorama for Chivers Olde English Marmalade, depicting a gentleman and
children in Georgian attire standing next to a large jar of marmalade 67cm h x 54cm w x 12cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

The display is in very good order, there is staining and scuffing in places and the edges of the card are scuffed
and the rear base edges are turned up

661 A 1950's card, shop advertising display for Chivers Jellies depicting a lady with a basket of fruits surrounded
by various flavours of jellies 57cm h x 35cm w £80-120

There is curling and slight damage to the edge of the descriptions of the jellies and the bottom left hand
corners of the card are slightly turned up and creased

662 A 1950's card, shop advertising display promoting Chivers Greengage Table Jelly "Give The Family Plenty of
Fruit Juice Jellies"  59cm h x 39cm w £50-75

The bottom right corner of the card has a tear, the lower right corner of the card is creased and turned up and
there are scratches to the surface of the display

663 Siegel of Paris, a wax mannequin bust of a smiling lady with auburn hair, model number 47005-4023-5, circa
1920's ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

There is paint loss all over the bust, there are also marks and stains all over the body of the bust
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664 Carroll Lewes "Through The Looking Glass and All Alice Found There", with illustrations by John Tenniel, 
peoples edition, fifty first thousandth edition, bound in green cloth with black and red etching to cover, 12mo.,
London MacMillan and Co 1898 £30-40

The edges of the book are scuffed and the boards stained, tear to the title to the front end paper and minor
staining throughout

665 A 19th Century  pierced brass fender raised on paw supports 22cm h x 121cm w x 31cm d £30-50

Slight dent to the front

666 A collection of 1920/30's children's books to include Grahame Kenneth "The Wind in the Willows" bound in
green cloth and gilt 12mo.,  Methuen & Co London 40th edition 1932, Milne A.A.  "When We Were Very
Young" illustrations by Shepard, bound in blue cloth and gilt 12mo.,  Methuen & Co London 5th edition 1924,
Kipling Rudyard "The Jungle Book" bound in blue cloth and gilt, pocket edition 12 mo.,  Macmillan & Co Ltd.
1924 and Carroll Lewes "Through The Looking Glass and What Alice Found There" bound in red cloth and gilt
16mo.,  Macmillan London 1921 £30-40

667 Churchill Winston Spencer "A History of The English Speaking Peoples" in 4 volumes, all bound in red cloth
and gilt and complete with dust covers 8vo., Cassell and Company Ltd London, volume one second edition
1956, vol. two first edition 1956, vol. three first edition 1957 and vol. four first edition 1958 £50-70

There is a minor tear to the headband of the dust cover of vol. one and there is creasing to the headband of
the dust cover of vol. two, top of the book blocks are stained red, some foxing to dust cover of vol. two, foxing
to paste down of vol. one

668 Barry J M, "Quality Street" and "The Admiral Crichton" illustrated by Hugh Thomson, Hodder and Stoughton
London (circa 1920's), bound in blue cloth and tooled gilt with tipped in plates throughout and with etchings
and colour tipped in plates throughout, in 2 volumes 8 vo., £50-70

There is minor damage to the top of the headband of Quality Street and there is foxing throughout both
volumes

669 Charles I (1600-1649), Eikon basilike: "The Pourtraicture of His Sacred Majesty in His Solitudes and
Sufferings", John Williams London 1649,  bound in brown calf with tooled C.R. Royal Cypher to front and back
boards 10.5 x 6cm £150-200

670 Dixon H R P, "Kuwait and Her Neighbours" first edition 1956, bound in terracotta cloth with green and gilt title
to spine, 8vo., with dust cover and fold out map is present, Unwin Brothers London £150-200

The dust cover is in poor condition being taped and torn, there is a newspaper article stuck to the pastedown
and there is an ownership inscription on the front end paper

671 Harrington, James "The Oceana of James Harrington and his Other Works..., prefixed by John Toland",
London Third Edition 1747, folio, rebound in red Morocco by Birmingham Library. Birmingham Library label to
pastedown and stamp to title page £80-120

672 A Chinese gold speckle bronze censer of squat form with loop handles raised on tapering tripod supports,
having a carved hardwood cover surmounted with central hardstone finial of a boy, Xuande mark to base,
censer (without cover) 17cm high x 7cm wide, weight 1291g (without cover) 1492g (with cover) £2000-3000

673 Twenty eight various GB coin first day covers including pound coins, 50 pence pieces, together with 2 Royal
Mail high value definitive stamp sets - one pound, one pound fifty, two pounds and five pounds, a ten pound
first day issue cover and other  covers £40-60

674 A stock book of used GB stamps including penny black, penny reds, mint and used, Victoria to Elizabeth II, a
stock book of Elizabeth II GB mint stamps, 2 stock books of GB mint stamps, album of used New Zealand
stamps Edward VII to Elizabeth II, album of Elizabeth II mint GB stamps, album of mint Channel Islands
stamps, 1 other album of mint stamps, stock book of mint 1977 Jubilee Commonwealth stamps £70-90
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675 A Stanley Gibbons Windsor No.1 album of mint GB stamps Victoria to Elizabeth II, blue bound album of GB
mint and used stamps 1971 to 1981, album of Gibraltar stamps 1886 to QEII, British Oceania album of mint
and used Commonwealth stamps £50-75

676 An album of mint and used GB stamps Victoria to Elizabeth II, 3 screen simplex stock books of used world
stamps including GB - 2 penny blacks, numerous penny reds, Holland,  India, Japan, Luxembourg,
Newfoundland, USA Sweden, Russia, France, Finland, Denmark, Chile, Canada etc, green stock book of mint
GB Elizabeth II stamps £60-80

677 A red Popular album of used world stamps including Barbados, Dominica, 3 stock books of mint and used
stamps including Basutoland, Canada, Victoria and later, New Zealand Victoria and later, album of Cook Island
mint stamps and an album of  1980's GB first day covers £50-75

678 A book of 20 Elizabeth II (head) first class stamps together with 1 book of 12 ditto, 1 pack of 10 ditto, 2 books
of 4 ditto and 48 other books of first class stamps (all unusable) 2 books of 10 second class (head), 2 books of
4 ditto, (unusable) 1 book 2nd class picture stamps, 1 book of 10x 25p picture stamps, 1 book of 12 1st Class
picture stamps and 11 assorted books of 10 first class picture stamps £70-90

679 Three boxes of GB Victoria to Elizabeth II used stamps on paper £30-40

680 A world stamp album including Victoria GB and later, a British Empire album including Canada, Africa, Ceylon
etc mint and used, album of Naval and Fleet Air Arm Royal Airforce first day covers £40-60

681 A ring bound album of black and white and coloured postcards of dogs together with an album of black and
white and coloured postcards of country scenes, churches and buildings etc £40-60

682 A brown ring bound album of postcards mainly of postmark and stamp interest £40-60

683 A ring bound album of black and white postcards including shire horses, ploughing scenes, etc together with 1
other album of rural life £40-60

684 Two albums of Carte de Visite and early black and white portrait photographs £40-60

685 A ring bound album of various postcard photographs including carriages, horses, a blue ring bound album of
postcard photographs of rural life £40-60

686 A purple album of  black and white photographs of prize bulls, postcards of cattle and 1 other album of
shepherds and sheep £40-60

687 An album of black and white photographs of farming and rural life, 1 other of touring concert parties etc £40-60

688 A ring bound album containing black and white postcards and photographs of huntsmen and hounds and a
collection of paper race course badges and a turquoise album containing receipts and bills etc £40-60

689 A red postcard album containing 12 First World War embroidered postcards, various black and white and
coloured postcards £60-80

690 An album of black and white and coloured postcards, some humorous £40-60

691 An arch shaped cast iron fire back decorated a walking lion 67cm £50-75

692 A collection of black and white and coloured postcards including Royalty £30-40

693 John Players cigarette card album - military uniforms British Empire and Overseas, album of Wills - Ocean
Liners, Lambert and Butler - motorcycles, a metal tin containing various cigarette cards and 8 other albums of
cards £40-60

694 A New Ideal album of various world stamps including GB, Victoria including 2 penny blacks, Hong Kong,
Palestine, India £80-120

695 An album of mint and used Canadian stamps 1867-1981, Stanley Gibbons album of mint Isle of Man stamps
and ditto mint and used Channel Island stamps, album of mint Jersey stamps and 3 albums of GB and
Commonwealth stamps £60-80
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696 Nine Victorian cut paper greeting, In Memoriam, valentine and other cards £30-40

697 A Second World War silk escape and evasion map Holland, Belgium, France and Germany sheet D 68cm x
72cm together with 1 other Zone France second edition 60cm x 52cm £40-60

698 J Morton, 1 Saville Place, Borough Road Sunderland, a 19th Century  brass single draw "Day and Night"
telescope (f) £30-40

The draw is not attached

699 A bottle of 1988 Fonseca vintage port, boxed and complete with funnel £30-40

700 A 19th Century green and gold wire work embellished dress train 228cm x 90cm £50-100

701 Sarome, a 1960's Art Deco style table lighter contained in a cylindrical plastic case 14cm h x 7cm diam £30-40

702 Three bottles of 1974 Chateau Centenac Brown, Cru Classe Margaux red wine £150-200

Two labels are loose and damaged, wine is to base of neck
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 Ichiyusai Kuniyoshi (1797-1861), Japanese woodblock print, Snow at Tsukahara in Sado Provence 17cm x
24cm £70-90

The print has slipped in the frame

802 Hiroshige (1797-1858) Japanese woodblock print, Miyanokoshi, A family in a misty landscape 17cm x 24cm
£70-90

803 Adrian Hoffman, oil on panel signed, still life study of a vase of flowers on a ledge 36cm x 27cm £50-75

804 ** Fred Yates (1922-2008), oil on board signed, a busy street scene with figures and dogs 46cm x 57cm
**Please Note - Artist's Resale Rights may be payable on this lot ( photo centre pages ) £1500-2000

805 D*Face, (b1978) limited edition print signed, "Date with Death" numbered 11 of 150 67cm x 97cm ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300

806 Mimi Roberts, oil on board, still life study of a basket of lettuce leaves with ladybird, snails and butterflies,
printed on verso 42cm x 62cm £100-200

807 ** Benjamin Creme 1951 (1922-2016), oil on board signed and dated, cubist study of a lady, labeled to the
reverse Benjamin Creme, Figure against Light Ground, 1954, 59cm x 49cm **Please Note - Artist's Resale
Rights may be payable on this lot ( photo centre pages ) £800-1000

808 Alexander Ballingall 1912, watercolour, loch scene at sunset 34cm x 48cm £60-80

809 Henry A Luscombe (b1820) a West Country coastal scene with figures and ships 22cm x 36cm £70-90

810 ** Banksy (b1974) screen print on 50 gsm wove, "Crisis as Usual" (2019) 69cm x 45cm  **Please Note -
Artist's Resale Rights may be payable on this lot ( photo centre pages ) £800-1000

There are numerous creases to the print

811 Kaigai Tennen, a Japanese woodblock print, study of 3 gowns, 2 framed as 1 45cm x 32cm £60-80

812 Victorian over painted print, study of a seated gentleman 40cm x 30cm £50-70

813 Mimi Roberts, paintings on board, studies of vegetables "Ridacchio, Leek, Yellow Courgette and Carrot"  32cm
x 12cm (4) £150-200

814 ** E Therry, oil on board, still life study of flowers 57cm x 78cm, contained in a hexadecagon  frame **Please
Note - Artist's Resale Rights may be payable on this lot £50-75

815 20th Century watercolours indistinctly signed, Italian coastal scenes with figures 19cm x 38cm £150-200

816 Weston, oil on canvas, Continental promenade scene with figures 48cm x 58cm £80-120

817 A pair of oval Victorian photographs of a lady and gentleman, over painted in fancy gilt frames 26cm x 20cm
£50-75

818 ** Lesley Banks, oil on board signed, a scene with sleeping gentlemen 15cm x 20cm **Please Note - Artist's
Resale Rights may be payable on this lot £80-120

819 A pair of Victorian over painted prints of a lady and gentleman, oval, contained in fancy gilt frames 19cm x
14cm £60-80
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820 Gertrude E Demain Hammond '08 (1862-1953) watercolour signed, interior scene with mother and children
26cm x 17cm £100-150

This watercolour is in good condition and has come from a private source.

822 A pair of 19th Century Continental oils on metal unsigned, rural scenes with figures and distant hills 15cm
£150-200

823 E S S, oil on board monogrammed, study of a Continental gentleman smoking a pipe 17cm x 16cm £40-60

824 ** Edward Wesson (1910-1983), watercolour signed, label on verso "The Barn at Adversane Sussex" 30cm x
49cm **Please Note - Artist's Resale Rights may be payable on this lot £80-100

825 John King, Limited Edition prints signed in pencil, fox hunting scene, numbered 69/289, 34cm x 50cm £50-70

826 Snaffles (Charles Johnson Payne), print "One to Carry Your Half Crown" 27cm x 35cm £50-75

827 Henry Moore, oil on canvas signed, seascape 23cm x 38cm, label on verso ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

828 Ernest Walbourne ?, oil on board signed, street scene with military statue 33cm x 49cm £150-200

829 Signature - Sir Robert Walpole and 3 others 10cm x 6cm £40-60

830 Signature - Queen Victoria 4cm x 9cm £50-75

831 Map, Dorsetshire with colour borders and vignette, bearing a date 1610 38cm x 59cm £40-60

832 Goyo, Japanese woodblock print of a lady on a balcony 27cm x 18cm £60-80

833 Goyo Studio, Japanese woodblock print of a interior scene with lady 28cm x 18cm £60-80

834 ** Graham Turner '01, watercolour signed and dated, soldiers on horseback 32cm x 44cm **Please Note -
Artist's Resale Rights may be payable on this lot £50-70

835 19th century, oil on canvas, soldier on horseback in Continental landscape 21cm x 29cm £50-70

836 19th Century Continental oil on panel unsigned, figures before a river bank with dog, child and wheelbarrow,
chickens and hens and fishing boat, distant town, 24cm x 29.5cm £150-200

837 Of local interest, railwayana, a British Railways Southern Region sign "Horsham Mechanical Lock In"
no.1202A2 dated 1949 44cm x 56cm £40-60

838 Trevor L Young, oil on board monogrammed, miniature maritime study HMS Pompee at The Battle of
Algeciras off Gibraltar July 1801, 8cm x 12cm £70-90

839 19th Century maritime studies a pair,  prints, 40cm x 67cm £50-80

There is some fading to both pictures
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

851 A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a gilt
metal case 11cm x 6cm x 5cm, complete with key £30-50

The dial is stained, the clock is currently running

852 A 19th Century French red boulle clock case with 10cm gilt and porcelain dial with Roman numerals,
containing a quartz movement 35cm x 19cm x 11cm £100-150

853 Mappin & Webb, a 20th Century carriage timepiece with enamelled dial Roman numerals contained in a gilt
metal case 13cm h x 9cm x 8cm, complete with key £40-60

Clock is currently running

854 A 19th Century aneroid barometer and thermometer, the 20cm porcelain dial marked Botly and Lewis 
contained in a carved oak wheel case 82cm h x 25cm £30-50

855 A 19th Century French mantel clock with enamelled dial Roman numerals, contained in an alabaster and gilt
spelter case supported by a figure of a soldier, the back plate marked 485, complete with key and pendulum
46cm x 35cm x 11cm £40-60

The clock is currently not running

856 Elliott for Mappin & Webb, a 1950's timepiece with gilt dial, silvered chapter ring and Roman numerals,
contained in a walnut case 14cm x 12cm x 5cm £40-60

Clock is currently running

857 Mappin & Webb, a striking on gong mantel clock with 9cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals and marked
Mappin & Webb, contained in a red boulle shaped case, complete with pendulum (no key) 25cm h x 18cm ww
x 11cm d ( photo centre pages ) £120-150

The clock is currently not running, there is a section of veneer missing to the top

858 A 1930's aneroid barometer and thermometer with 18cm silvered dial, contained in a rosewood case 90cm h x
28cm w £30-50

859 A wire driven fusee wall clock with 25cm painted dial and 11cm unmarked brass back plate £40-60

The wire is tangled

860 Dimmer, a 19th Century mantel clock contained in a marble architectural case, the back plate marked RACK
30cm h x 37cm w x 15cm d, complete with pendulum and key £30-40

861 A Victorian timepiece with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in a pierced gilt metal circular easel
frame 30cm diam. £40-60

The clock is currently running

862 A 19th Century French 8 day mantel clock with enamelled dial Roman numerals contained in a 2 colour marble
architectural case surmounted by a metal lidded urn, the back plated marked JBD 36cm h x 24cm w x 11cm d,
complete with pendulum, no key £40-60

There is a crack to the enamelled dial, the clock is currently not running

863 Smiths, a 1950's bracket clock with gilt dial and silvered chapter ring, contained in a mahogany case 20cm h x
19cm w x 15cm d, complete with key £30-40

The clock is currently not running

864 An Edwardian 8 day chiming longcase clock, having a 21cm brass arched dial with Roman numerals, silvered
chapter ring and minute indicator, contained in an inlaid mahogany case 240cm h x 50cm w x 35cm d,
complete with weights, no pendulum and no gongs £100-150

The glass door is locked and there is no key
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865 J Marty, a French 8 day striking mantel clock with visible escapement contained in a 2 colour marble case, the
porcelain dial marked H A Marc Paris, the back plate marked 56952 H A Marc, complete with pendulum and
key 26cm h x 40cm w x 17cm d ( photo centre pages ) £60-90

The clock is currently running, very minor chips to the edge of the case

866 A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with 5.5cm dial contained in a gilt metal case 11cm x 8cm x
6cm £30-40

Clock not running

867 Roblin Paris, a French mantel clock with the silvered dial marked Payne & Co, 163 New Bond Street,
contained in a 2 colour marble case 30cm h x 42cm w x 27cm, complete with pendulum, no key £40-60

Cock is currently running, the back door is missing

868 A French 19th Century 8 day striking mantel clock with enamelled dial, Roman numerals contained in a black
marble architectural case, complete with pendulum, no key 38cm h x 46cm w x 17cm d £40-60

The clock is not  running, there is a large chip to the back left hand edge and chips in places, the enamelled
dial is cracked

869 A Reuge Music musical box, the glass case raised on four metal frogs, playing 18th variation on a theme of
Paganini No 7704, 1/50 21cm £250-300
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Rugs and Carpets

881 A pink and green ground  Persian rug with rectangular floral patterned medallion to the centre 155cm x 92cm
£50-75

882 A brown and white ground Caucasian style floral patterned rug 184cm x 122cm £40-60

Flecking in places, fringe reduced, moth to one corner

883 A blue and white ground Persian runner with 7 medallions to the centre within a multi row border 239cm x
70cm £40-60

Signs of wear

884 An Indian pink ground silk floral patterned prayer rug 93cm x 64cm £40-60

885 A blue, red and white ground Persian rug, decorated numerous medallions within a central medallion and multi
row border 167cm x 126cm £50-75

Two holes, heavily in wear

886 A red and blue ground Bokhara rug with 43 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 202cm x 128cm
£60-80

In wear, there are 3 holes to the carpet

887 A yellow, white, gold and turquoise Chobi Kilim rug 123cm x 80cm £60-80

888 A white, green and orange ground Maimana Kilim rug with all over diamond design 240cm x 157cm £130-160

889 A black and red ground Meshwani runner with 4 diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 237cm x
57cm £80-120

890 An orange, purple, blue and green ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over diamond design 197cm x 130cm
£100-140

891 A cream and floral embroidered rectangular shawl/panel 244cm x 104cm £40-60

892 A brown, tan and black ground Maimana Kilim rug with all over geometric designs 198cm x 125cm £90-120

893 A green, brown and white ground Maimana Kilim runner with all over diamond design 400cm x 90cm £130-160

895 A yellow, white and black ground Chobi Kilim runner with diamond decoration to the centre 196cm x 61cm
£70-90

896 A rectangular Kashmir stitch work panel decorated birds in landscape 138cm x 87cm £30-50

There are two small holes, one in the bottom right hand leaf, one to the bird to the right hand side of the central
birds, and some wear by the same birds wing

897 A black, white, blue and brown ground Chobi Kilim runner with all over stylised diamond design 248cm x 80cm
£90-120

898 An orange, blue and turquoise ground Chobi Kilim rug with all geometric design 185cm x 153cm £130-160

899 A 1930's blue and floral ground Chinese carpet decorated a butterfly 366cm x 274cm £50-75

Some light staining and minor moth damage in places

900 A 1930's blue ground and floral patterned Chinese rug depicting an urn of flowers 137cm  x 95cm £40-60

Flecking throughout, the fringe has been reduced

901 A blue, red and black ground Belouche rug with 2 medallions to the centre 136cm x 89cm £70-90
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

931 A 19th Century crossbanded mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with replacement drop
handles, raised on bracket feet 90cm h x 101cm w x 51cm £100-150

The top is warped, has a pit

932 A 1920's, 17th Century style, oak Credence table with geometric mouldings and raised back, fitted 1 long
drawer, raised on spiral turned supports with undertier and bun feet 87cm h x 106cm w x 45cm £70-90

Contact marks in places, top is warped, section of beading to left hand is loose as is the back

933 A Queen Anne style quarter veneered  figured walnut bow front chest of 4 drawers, raised on cabriole supports
74cm h x 51cm w x 50cm d £50-75

The veneer to the top is bubbling in places

934 A 19th Century elm Windsor comb back carver chair with solid seat and crinoline stretcher, raised on turned
supports 102cm h x 56cm w x 36cm d (seat 28cm x 26cm) £50-75

Frame is loose, old Blacksmiths iron repair to the back of the seat

935 An 18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid and iron lock 64cm h x 110cm w x 48cm d
£100-150

Replacement hinges to the top, there is possibly replacement timber to the top in places, sun bleached, ring
marks and pitting to the top

936 An Edwardian Chippendale style bow front display cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled
doors, heavily carved throughout, raised on cabriole ball and claw supports 137cm h x 152cm w x 46cm d
£80-120

937 A 19th Century mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with tore handles, raised on outswept bracket
feet 102cm h x 111cm w x 51cm d £80-120

The top is warped, has a crack, water marked, missing 1 escutcheon to a drawer

938 An Edwardian inlaid and crossbanded bleached mahogany rectangular bijouterie table with hinged lid 77cm h
x 58cm w x 41cm d £50-75

Heavily sun bleached, contact marks in places, there is no key

939 A Globe Wernicke 4 tier mahogany bookcase enclosed by glazed panelled doors 152cm h x 87cm w x 26cm d
( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Light contact marks in places

940 An Edwardian light oak bar back open arm chair with vase shaped slat back, seat and back uphold in brown
leather raised on turned supports 88cm h x 61cm w x 54cm d (seat 26cm x 35cm) £50-75

941 A Victorian mahogany oval extending dining table with 2 extra leaves, raised on turned and fluted supports,
complete with winder 75cm h x 78cm w x 121 l x 275cm l when fully extended £80-120

Contact marks and light scratches in places

942 An Edwardian circular mahogany revolving bookcase, raised on a turned column and tripod base with brass
casters 15cm h x 58cm diam. £60-80

943 A Queen Anne style walnut display cabinet with moulded and dentil cornice, fitted adjustable shelves enclosed
by astragal glazed panelled doors, the base enclosed by glazed panelled doors 195cm h x 105cm w x 39cm d
£70-100

In 2 sections, some scratches to 1 of the glazed panels on the door, a small nick to the top right hand edge
and also a small section of timber missing to the top of the base
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944 A 19th Century crossbanded mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with brass drop handles, raised on
splayed bracket feet £80-120

The top is warped, has water marks and veneers are missing in places to the front

945 A Chippendale style carved mahogany bedside cabinet with raised back, cupboard enclosed by a panelled
door, raised on square tapered supports 82cm h x 43cm w x 40cm d £40-60

946 An Edwardian mahogany bureau with brass 3/4 gallery the fall front revealing a fitted interior above 5 drawers
and niches, raised on turned supports 88cm h x 91cm w x 42cm d £40-60

Ring and contact marks in places

947 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet with mirrored back and plush interior, enclosed by bevelled
astragal panelled doors, the base enclosed by a pair of inlaid doors 89cm h x 96cm w x 40cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places, brass escutcheon to the base is missing

948 A 1950's Georgian style arch shaped bevelled plate mirror contained in a gilt frame surmounted by a shell
62cm x 46cm £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

949 A 1930's  Chippendale style wash stand with raised back, fitted 2 long drawers with swan neck drop handles
above a cupboard enclosed by panelled doors, raised on square tapered supports 86cm h x 107cm w x 58cm
d £40-60

950 A Victorian mahogany dressing chest with triple plate mirror fitted 4 glove drawers above 2 short and 3 long
drawers £40-60

The top is warped, there are ring marks, 1 handle missing to the right hand glove drawer, contact marks in
places, silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

951 A 19th Century bleached mahogany bar back carver chair with Berlin woodwork drop in seat, raised on sabre
supports 85cm h x 53cm w x 47cm d (seat 25cm x 35cm) £30-40

952 A Regency rosewood, inlaid brass circular breakfast table, raised on a turned column and tripod base ending
in brass caps and casters 72cm h x 122cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

Slight ring mark to the top, brass inlay raised in one place, signs of old but treated worm to the legs, 1 leg has
a repair, the base has an iron supporting brace

953 A Victorian mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in green and gold floral material, raised on cabriole
supports 103cm h x 67cm w x 57cm d (seat 30cm x 38cm) £50-75

Frame is loose, burn mark to the seat

954 An oak cabinet constructed of 18th Century panelled timber with moulded and dentil cornice enclosed by a
panelled door with H framed hinges 172cm h x 115cm w x 53cm d £100-200

Splits to all 4 of the side panels, light contact marks in places

955 An Edwardian mahogany bow front display cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal
glazed panelled doors, on splayed bracket feet 176cm h x 124cm w x 41cm d £50-75

Heavy cracking and drying to the panel of the central door

956 An Edwardian beech framed stick and rail back open arm office chair with solid seat, raised on cabriole
supports and double H framed stretcher 90cm h x 54cm w x 48cm d (seat 30cm x 34cm) £40-60

Pitting and contact marks in places, wear to the varnish on the right hand arm

957 A Victorian bleached mahogany Wellington chest of 7 drawers, raised on a platform base 108cm h x 52cm w x
37cm d £100-150

Contact marks in places, vitruvian scroll to the left hand base is missing, veneer missing to the base
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958 An Edwardian carved walnut corner cabinet, the raised back fitted 2 bevelled plate mirrors above recess with
cupboard enclosed by panelled doors above recess, raised on turned and block supports 158cm h x 60cm w x
42cm d £40-60

959 A Georgian style mahogany sofa table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on outswept supports, brass caps and
casters 75cm h x 63cm w 52cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places, light scratches and some water damage

960 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany snap top breakfast table raised on pillar and tripod base 63cm h x 55cm
w x 47cm d £40-60

The top is warped, contact  and water marks in places, old repair to 1 of the legs

961 A 1930's Italian style walnut triple wardrobe with carved crest to the centre, the centre fitted 3 trays above 3
drawers and having a rectangular plate mirror, flanked by hanging spaces enclosed by panelled doors with gilt
metal embellishments throughout, raised on scrolled cabriole supports 207cm h x 196cm w x 69cm d £100-150

Very slight bubble to the veneer of the central door

962 A 1930's Italian style walnut dressing table fitted a drawer, raised on cup and cover supports with U shaped
stretcher and scrolled feet 80cm h x 121cm w x 60cm d, together with a separate arched bevelled plate
dressing table mirror with carved shell to the crest 76cm h x 99cm w x 23cm d and an oval dressing table stool
with woven cane seat, raised on cup and cover supports with X framed stretcher ( photo centre pages )
£100-150

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

963 A 1930's Italian style walnut bedside cabinet with raised back carved a shell, the shelved interior enclosed by a
panelled door, raised on scroll shaped supports 85cm h x 39cm w x 39cm d, together with a pair of slat back
bedroom chairs with woven cane seat, cup and cover supports 89cm h x 43cm w x 44cm d £50-75

964 A 1930's Italian style walnut side cabinet/wash stand with raised back carved a shell, fitted a cupboard with
shelf enclosed by panelled doors above 1 long drawer, raised on cabriole supports 95cm h x 92cm w x 48cm d
£40-60

965 A Georgian rosewood twin compartment tea caddy of sarcophagus form with hinged lid and ring drop handles
to the sides, raised on bun feet 19cm h x 25cm w x 17cm d £60-80

966 A Georgian style circular mahogany wine table raised on pillar and tripod base 62cm h x 30cm diam. £40-60

967 A Georgian mahogany secretaire chest, the secretaire drawer fitted with pigeon holes, drawers and cupboard,
above 3 long drawers 109cm h x 110cm w x 53cm d £100-150

Top is warped, ring marks, crack to the secretaire drawer, 3 handles are missing

968 A Queen Anne style quarter veneered and crossbanded chest of serpentine outline fitted 2 long drawers,
raised on cabriole supports 73cm h x 61cm w x 38cm d £50-75

Water marks to the top, veneers are bubbling

969 An Edwardian mahogany display cabinet, the centre section fitted shelves enclosed by panelled doors flanked
by cupboards fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on bracket feet 107cm h x
137cm w x 33cm d £40-60

Contact marks and light scratches in places

970 A 19th Century mahogany bow front side table fitted 1 long drawer, raised on square tapered supports with H
framed stretcher 66cm h x 72cm w x 47cm d £40-60

Top is warped, has ring marks and contact marks in places

971 A Queen Anne style rectangular walnut dressing table stool with Berlin woolwork seat raised on cabriole
supports 45cm h x 57cm w x 41cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places
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972 A Victorian figured walnut and gilt metal mounted dome shaped stationery box with hinged lid 17cm x 23cm x
12cm £40-60

The fitted interior is missing

973 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany card table raised on square tapered supports 73cm h x 91cm w x 46cm
£40-60

Top slightly warped, contact marks in places

974 A Victorian metal framed nursing chair upholstered in buttoned purple material, raised on turned supports
72cm h x 52cm w x 45cm d (seat 23cm x 30cm) £40-60

Upholstery stained in places

975 A Victorian carved oak settle with hinged lid raised on square supports 102cm h x 32cm w x 44cm d (seat
106cm x 31cm) £100-150

Light scratches and contact marks in places

976 A 1950's walnut finished quarter veneered 2 tier occasional table with rotating top, raised on hairpin supports
55cm h x 62cm diam. £40-60

Pitting and contact marks in places

977 An oval mahogany snap top wine table raised on a pillar and tripod base 72cm h x 59cm w x 51cm d £40-60

The top is warped, ink marks and pitted, 1 leg has an old repair

978 A 19th Century mahogany side table fitted a drawer, raised on square tapered supports 72cm h x 84cm w x
47cm d £60-80

979 A William IV carved mahogany show frame open arm chair, the seat and back upholstered in blue material,
raised on turned supports 106cm h x 60cm w x 64cm d £30-50

Frame is loose

980 A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers raised on splayed bracket feet 105cm
h x 105cm w x 51cm d £80-120

The top is warped, ring marked, sun bleached to the front

981 A 19th Century mahogany hanging corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by an astragal
glazed panel door 87cm h x 51cm w x 36cm d £30-50

982 A 1920's Chippendale style mahogany dressing table with bevelled plate mirror fitted 1 long and 2 short
drawers, raised on square tapered supports 142cm h x 114cm w x 58cm d £50-75

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, back right leg is loose

983 A 1950's gilt metal triple plate dressing table mirror with lion finials 55cm h x 55cm w £40-60

Some verdigris to the gilt metal

984 An Edwardian oak Sutherland table 68cm h x 68cm w x 19cm £40-60

985 A 1930's Queen Anne style quarter veneered figured walnut side table fitted 2 frieze drawers, raised on cup
and cover supports with X framed stretcher, raised on bun feet 64cm h x 60cm w x 36cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places

986 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet on cabinet with moulded cornice and blind fret work frieze,
fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, the crossbanded base fitted 2 long drawers above
cupboard enclosed by panelled doors, raised on square supports 188cm h x 88cm w x 44cm d £80-120

Small section of crossbanding missing to the right hand edge of the top, split to the right hand door

987 An Edwardian  mahogany corner chair with upholstered seat, raised on cabriole supports with X framed
stretcher  75cm h x 60cm w x 58cm d (seat 29cm x 28cm) £40-60

988 A Victorian pine bow front shop display cabinet 97cm h x 54cm w x 35cm d £50-75

Top is slightly warped, cracked and has water marks
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989 An oval bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a gilt carved wooden frame 66cm  x 75cm £30-50

Light chips to gilding in places

990 A Victorian rectangular mahogany bidet raised on turned supports now converted as a lamp table 47cm h x
57cm w x 37cm d £30-50

Split to the top, ring and contact marks in places

991 A 1920's Queen Anne style oval walnut veneered drop flap tea table raised on cabriole supports 60cm h x
61cm w x 21cm d £40-60

Top has water marks

992 A Victorian rectangular mahogany Canterbury with spindle turned decoration the base fitted a drawer 47cm h x
47cm w x 20cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

993 A Queen Anne style walnut quarter veneered and crossbanded bachelor's chest fitted 4 drawers, raised on
bracket feet 77cm h x 61cm w x 38cm d £40-60

The top is slightly warped, ring and contact marks in places

994 A Victorian mahogany show frame armchair upholstered  in green buttoned material, raised on cabriole
supports 109cm h x 69cm w x 60cm d (seat 38cm x 41cm) £50-75

Frame loose, split to top

995 An Edwardian rectangular mahogany hall/Windsor chair raised on turned supports with H framed stretcher
44cm h x 92cm w x 33cm d £50-75

Contact marks and pitting in places

996 In the manner of Epstein, an Art Deco figured walnut cocktail cabinet with hinged lid and cupboard enclosed by
panelled doors  114cm h x 92cm w x 42cm d -  PLEASE NOTE this cabinet is ensuite with the Art Deco dining
table and chairs in lot 1071 £150-200

Water marks to the top, section of veneer missing to the top and replacement handles

997 A Victorian walnut and brass banded writing slope with hinged lid 15cm x 35cm x 23cm £30-40

The brass banding is rising on the top of the slope, ebonised section of timber is missing next to the lock

998 A Victorian carved mahogany and glass triple fold fire screen 105cm x 94cm £60-80

999 A 19th/20th Century French inlaid Kingwood escritoire with pink veined marble top, the fall front revealing a
well fitted interior with drawers and shelf, the base fitted a cupboard with 2 trays enclosed by panelled doors
134cm h x 95cm w x 43cm d £100-150

The marble top is cracked and stuck, carcass is in dry state in need of a polish, there is a small section of
crossbanding missing to the fall front and to the left hand bottom door

1000 A Victorian oval mahogany extending dining table, raised on turned and fluted supports together with 2 extra
leaves and complete with winder 74cm h x 150cm w x 123cm l x 236cm l when fully extended £80-120

Contact marks in places

1001 A 19th Century rectangular plate dressing table mirror raised on a mahogany bow front base fitted 1 long and 2
short drawers 72cm h x 65cm w x 23cm d £40-50

Sun bleached, ring mark to top, small section of timber missing to the bottom left hand

1002 An Edwardian mahogany stick and rail back tub back chair with upholstered seat, raised on cabriole supports
85cm h x 52cm w x 46cm d (seat 30cm x 28cm) £30-40

1003 A pair of Georgian style waterfall bookcases fitted 3 shelves, the bases fitted a drawer, raised on splayed
bracket feet 98cm h x 38cm w x 25cm d £60-80

Water and contact marks in places
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1004 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany snap top wine table raised on pillar and tripod base 66cm h x 55cm w x
37cm d £40-60

Warp to top and pitted, 1 leg is damaged and loose, there is a repair to 1 leg

1005 A Chippendale style mahogany display cabinet with raised arched back, fitted 2 long drawers above cupboard
enclosed by glazed panelled doors, raised on cabriole supports 125cm h x 107cm w x 50cm d £50-70

Contact marks and pitting in places

1006 A 1920's rectangular oak joined stool raised on turned and block supports with box frame stretcher 50cm x
51cm x 30cm £40-60

1007 A Georgian style mahogany bow front bookcase with raised back fitted a shelf and recess above 1 long and 2
short drawers with cupboard below flanked by a pair of open bookcases, raised on bracket feet 144cm h x
74cm w x 29cm d £40-60

The panels are damaged

1008 A Georgian style mahogany bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior with pigeon holes and drawers
above 3 long drawers, raised on bracket feet 92cm h x 49cm w x 41cm d £50-75

Contact marks to the top, sun bleached, in 2 sections

1009 A 19th/20th Century oval inlaid mahogany jardiniere with zinc metal liner and gilt gallery, raised on cabriole
supports with shaped undertier and with gilt metal mounts throughout 81cm h x 57cm w x 39cm d £50-75

Water marks and bleaching in places, metal mounts rising in places

1010 A pair of 1950's circular pressed and wrought metal occasional tables, raised on outswept supports with rose
decoration 56cm h x 39cm £60-80

Some paint loss in places

1011 A Georgian style oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 50cm h x 48cm w x
20cm d £30-40

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1012 A Georgian style inlaid mahogany concave side/dressing table fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on
square tapered supports 78cm h x 113cm w x 48cm d £70-90

Top is warped, sun bleached and has a split, sections of timber missing to apron and central drawer

1013 A harlequin set of 6 elm spindle back dining chairs with woven rush seats 97cm h x 51cm w x 42cm d (seats
24cm x 20cm) £70-90

Signs of old but treated worm  in places, frames loose, wear to the rushing on the seats

1014 A Victorian oak chiffonier sideboard, the arched mirrored back fitted a shelf, the base a drawer above a recess
flanked by 2 short drawers above cupboard enclosed by a panelled door 163cm h x 183cm w x 61cm d £70-90

It is missing a 21cm section of timber to the back right hand edge, there are water marks and contact marks
throughout

1015 An 18th Century oak dresser base fitted 2 long drawers with an associated raised back with moulded cornice
fitted 3 shelves, raised ons square tapered supports with replacement handles and escutcheons 214cm h x
166cm w x 54cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

Section of timber let in to the bottom left hand drawer

1016 A Georgian inlaid mahogany tea table of serpentine outline fitted a drawer, raised on squared tapered
supports, spade feet 72cm h x 86cm w x 42cm d £60-80

1017 A Victorian nursing chair upholstered in orange buttoned material raised on turned supports 77cm h x 53cm w
x 50cm d (seat 32cm x 30cm) £40-60

Frame is loose
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1018 A Victorian walnut 3 division Canterbury raised on turned supports the base fitted a drawer 51cm h x 51cm w x
36cm d £40-60

Handles to front are damaged, corners to base also damaged

1019 A Victorian square mahogany stool the seat upholstered in pink buttoned material, raised on turned supports
39cm h x 37cm w x 37cm d £30-50

1020 A Continental hardwood dresser base the top formed from planks, fitted 1 short and 2 long drawers, raised on
square tapered supports 81cm h x 154cm w x 43cm d £80-120

Top is warped,  signs of old but treated worm

1021 A Victorian tub back armchair upholstered in pink buttoned material raised on carved cabriole supports 80cm h
x 57cm w x 54cm d (seat 28cm x 33cm) £40-60

Frame is loose, staining to the arm

1022 An 18th/19th Century oak hanging corner cabinet with moulded cornice, interior fitted shelves enclosed by
panelled door 94cm h x 63cm w x 44cm d £40-60

1023 A pair of Victorian bleached walnut balloon back dining chairs with carved mid rails, over stuffed seats of
serpentine outline, raised on cabriole supports 86cm h x 44cm w x 43cm d (seats 25cm x 27cm) £30-50

1024 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany wine table raised on pillar and tripod base 71cm h x 58cm w x 42cm d
£40-60

The top is warped, contact marks in places, the base has an amateur repair and 1 of the legs has an old repair

1025 A 19th Century oak bow front hanging corner cabinet, fitted shelves 74cm h x 62cm w x 41cm d £40-60

1026 A Victorian turned and fluted rosewood adjustable piano stool raised on 4 outswept supports 49cm h xx 36cm
w x 40cm d £40-60

1027 A beech framed revolving office armchair upholstered in green leather finished buttoned material 93cm h x
56cm w x 52cm d (seat 27cm x 30cm) £40-60

1028 An 18th Century oak hanging corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by a panelled door
with brass H framed hinges 96cm h x 74cm w x 44cm d £30-40

1029 A set of 6 Edwardian mahogany bar back dining chairs with spindle decoration, over stuffed seats, raised on
turned supports 88cm h x 47cm w x 41cm d (seats 30cm x 29cm) £40-60

1030 A Victorian circular mahogany Loo table raised on pillar and tripod base 71cm h x 120cm diam. £40-60

The top has water, ring and contact marks, slight warp and split, the base has an old repair to 1 leg

1031 A circular Benares brass charger raised on a carved hardwood folding stand 58cm h x 78cm £50-70

1032 An 18th/19th Century elm coffer with hinged lid, the interior fitted 2 candle boxes, raised on bun feet 50cm h x
119cm w x 51cm d £100-150

The top has a split, warp, ring and contact marks in places, signs of old but treated worm and 3 metal bracing
bars to the interior, the tongue of the lock is missing

1033 A 19th Century French rectangular mahogany work/dressing table with gilt metal mounts throughout, the
hinged tray top fitted a mirror and with leather writing surface, raised on turned columns with H framed
stretcher 72cm h x 49cm w x 34cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The top is warped

1034 A 19th Century rectangular snap top mahogany wine table raised on pillar and tripod base 69cm h x 64cm w x
43cm d £40-60

Top is warped and sun bleached, small section of timber missing to the side, 1 of the legs has and old repair

1035 A Victorian carved walnut adjustable revolving piano stool, raised on a turned and carved column and tripod
base 53cm h x 34cm diam. £40-60
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1036 A 19th Century oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 58cm h x 42cm w x
21cm d £40-60

1037 An 18th Century mahogany bow front hanging corner cabinet, fitted shelves enclosed by crossbanded
panelled doors with H framed hinges 97cm h x 95cm w x 44cm d £40-60

1038 A William IV rosewood chiffonier, the raised back fitted a shelf, the base enclosed by glazed and grilled
panelled doors, having scrolled columns to the sides 131cm h x 117cm w x 44cm d ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

Ring marks to the shelf, contact marks and pitting in places, the top is sun bleached, section of veneer missing
to left hand edge, there is damage to the beading on the left hand side, small section of veneer missing to both
sides of the base

1039 A 19th Century tub back training chair with woven cane back and seat complete with foot rest and extension
beneath 195cm h x 40cm w x 40cm d £70-90

Beading to the edge of the cane work is missing at the top, there is a slight hole to the right hand edge, the
timber to the arms is damaged, there is an old iron bracket repair to the back

1040 A Victorian walnut occasional table with shaped mirrored back, the top of scalloped edge, raised on a spiral
turned column with pierced tripod supports 107cm h x 45cm w  x 23cm d £40-60

The mirrored panel to the back is cracked, silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, signs of old
but treated worm to the spiral turned column and to the tripod base

1041 A set of 4 19th Century  elm stick and bar back kitchen chairs with upholstered drop in seats £40-50

Frames are loose, all have signs of old but treated worm

1042 A 19th Century  French mahogany display cabinet with white veined marble top and gilt metal mounts
throughout, fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors, the base fitted 3 long drawers, raised on turned
and fluted supports 147cm h x 123cm w x 33cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The marble top has numerous chips and contact marks, paint marks to both sides, the gilt metal mount to the
right hand top edge is loose

1043 A 19th/20th Century rectangular iron garden table with well weathered marble top, raised on a cast iron base
with cabriole supports and pierced undertier decorated a stag 74cm h x 90cm w x 41cm d £50-75

1044 A Victorian rectangular inlaid rosewood box seat piano stool with hinged seat upholstered in Berlin woolwork,
raised on square tapered supports 50cm h x 50cm w x 40cm d £40-60

Small section of veneer to the top, sun bleached

1045 A Victorian bleached mahogany writing table with green inset writing surface, fitted 3 drawers, raised on 
turned supports ending in ceramic casters 77cm h x 119cm w x 74cm d £100-150

Top is slightly warped, has cracks and pitting in places

1046 A Victorian carved mahogany show frame sofa upholstered in blue buttoned material, raised on  cabriole
supports 81cm h x 184cm w x 60cm d (seat 113cm x 40cmd) £100-150

Upholstery is stained

1047 A William IV rosewood chiffonier fitted a drawer above cupboard enclosed by a panelled door with blind
fretwork decoration flanked by columns to the sides 76cm h x 104cm w x 36cm d £100-150

Top is slightly warped, has a split, section of fret work missing to the right hand door

1048 A Georgian crossbanded and inlaid mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with replacement
ring drop handles, raised on splayed bracket feet, 105cm h x 106cm w x 55cm d £80-120

The top has a slight warp, sections of crossbanding and inlaid stringing missing, cock beading missing in
places, section of timber missing to the right hand front bottom drawer
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1049 A Victorian carved walnut show frame nursing chair upholstered in Regency stripe, raised on cabriole supports
105cm h x 38cm w x 45cm d (seat 20cm x 30cm) £30-50

1050 Robert "Mouseman" Thompson of Kilburn, a rectangular oak stool/occasional table with castellated decoration,
 raised on turned and block supports, two of the turned supports carved a mouse 46cm h x 50cm w x 37cm d (
photo centre pages ) £600-800

1051 Robert "Mouseman" Thompson of Kilburn, a circular turned oak fruit bowl with adzed decoration and mouse to
side 7cm h x 23cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

1052 Robert "Mouseman" Thompson of Kilburn, a crescent shaped 3 legged oak stool with adzed decoration and 
carved mouse to the side of the seat, raised on chamfered supports 35cm h x 29cm w x 24cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £300-400

Sun bleached, water and ring marks to the top

1053 Robert "Mouseman" Thompson of Kilburn, a rectangular carved oak twin division pin tray/pipe rest, with carved
mouse to the centre, 3cm h x 13cm w x 9.5cm d £180-220

There is a slight burn mark to the top

1054 Robert "Mouseman" Thompson of Kilburn, a pair of wedge shaped bookends, each with a carved mouse,
16cm h x 10cm w x 9.5cm d ( photo centre pages ) £400-600

1055 Robert "Mouseman" Thompson of Kilburn, a spiral turned oak table lamp, raised on an octagonal spreading
base with carved mouse, 45cm h x 13cm ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1500

1056 Robert "Mouseman" Thompson of Kilburn, a carved oak table lamp raised on a turned column with square
base, having a carved mouse to the centre of the column, 25cm h x 9cm w x 9cm d ( photo centre pages )
£300-400

1057 An 18th Century elm and yew Gothic Windsor elbow chair with solid elm seat, raised on cabriole supports with
crinoline stretcher, possibly Thames Valley, circa 1760, 107cm h x 55cm w x 45cm d (seat 33cm x 32cm) (
photo centre pages ) £3000-5000

Signs of old but treated worm  to the rail, arms and seat, missing a 2cm section of timber to the right hand
arch, the splat back is split, possible 2 cm section has been filled to the right of the arch, crack to the left hand
side at the front, the knee brackets are missing and the right hand foot is missing a section of timber

1058 An 18th Century elm and yew Gothic Windsor elbow chair with solid elm seat, raised on cabriole supports with
crinoline stretcher, possibly Thames Valley, circa 1760, 107cm h x 55cm w x 45cm d (seat 33cm x 32cm) (
photo centre pages ) £3000-5000

Heavily sun bleached, there is a split at the back where the right hand leg joins the seat, knee brackets are
missing, signs of old but treated worm  to the seat, crack to the right hand leg, small section of timber missing
to the left hand front of the seat

1060 An 18th Century tortoiseshell effect cushion frame containing a later bevelled plate mirror 88cm h x 72cm w
£150-200

Veneered panels are rippling in places

1061 An 18th Century style Dutch cushion shaped mirror contained in an embossed gilt metal frame 64cm x 37cm
£60-80

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, crack to the left hand plate of the crest

1062 A Victorian cut glass plate wall mirror in the form of elongated 4 pointed star with plus frame and bracket 62cm
x 47cm £50-75

Slight chip to the rectangular panel top left hand corner, silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration
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1063 A Victorian inlaid figured walnut Davenport with stationery box, the pedestal fitted 4 drawers 80cm h x 54cm w
x 53cm d £50-75

The gallery to the stationery box is missing, the fitted interior is also missing, the top is loose, the leather fall to
the fall is missing, brackets to tops of the logs are present but not attached, roundel to the right leg is missing,
full restoration is required

1065 A circular engraved Eastern brass tray raised a folding wooden stand 57cm h x 72cm diam. £40-60

1066 A William IV rosewood D shaped card table raised on a turned column and circular base with 4 panel supports
75cm h x 91cm w x 45cm d £60-80

Water marks to top, 1 carved roundel to the column is missing, 1 is damaged

1067 A Victorian carved mahogany show frame prie dieu chair upholstered in tapestry material, raised on  turned
supports 95cm h x 48cm w x 51cm d (seat 24cm x 34cm) £40-60

Frame loose, upholstery requires attention

1068 Materia, an Omni design chrome framed revolving armchair 72cm h x 70cm w x 69cm d (seat 40cm x 36cm)
£100-150

1069 Materia, an Omni design chrome framed revolving armchair 72cm h x 70cm w x 69cm d (seat 40cm x 36cm)
£100-150

1070 An Edwardian oval inlaid mahogany twin handled tea tray 6cm x 60cm x 39cm £30-40

The gallery is loose

1071 In the manner of Epstein, an Art Deco 'cloud' walnut dining suite in the manner of Epstein comprising lozenge
shaped 3/4 galleried dining table, raised on squared  column supports 76cm h x 163cm l x 92cm w together
with a set of 4 cloud back dining chairs upholstered in light brown leather raised on square tapered supports
83cm h x 51cm w x 43cm d (seats 25cm x 29cm) ( photo centre pages ) £800-1200

The veneer is slight lifting to the centre of the table, there are light scratches and contact marks in places,
small section of veneer missing to the base, the backs of the chairs have contact marks in places

1072 A Varier Ekstrem chair in green fabric, designed by Terje Ekstrom, 73cm h x 70cm w x 69cm d £150-200

There is wear to the upholstery, holes in places

1073 A pair of 19th Century Nottinghamshire yew and elm low back, vase slat back Windsor chairs with solid elm
seats, raised on turned supports with 3 ring turnings to the front and crinoline stretcher, circa 1840 one chair
88cm high the other 89cm high x 48cm x 40cm (seats 30cm x 31cm) ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

One has a slight crack to the right hand of the seat, both have contact marks in places, one chair has a
cracked stick to the right hand of the vase slat back and signs of old but treated worm  to the seat

1074 A near pair of 19th Century Nottinghamshire yew and elm low and vase slat back Windsor chairs, one chair
with 3 ring turns to the front support 91cm h x 48cm w x 40cm d (seat 31cm x 25cm), the other having 1 ring
turn 88cm x 47cm x 38cm (seat 34cm x 28cm) ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

The first chair has a crack to the top of the slat back at the right hand edge, section of turning to the back left
leg is damaged, split to the front left leg, contact marks to the seat and throughout, the 2nd chair has a section
of timber missing to the base of the back right hand leg
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